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potatoes Qf this kind
would make a big bushel "The potato,
while a freak, is almost perfect, and
Postmaster F. O, Blood, who has the
potato, was exhibiting it today to his
Mr. Schell has ten acres
friends.
planted In potatoes and says they
will average one hundred ' bushels to
the acre. This is but another demonstration that farming on the . mesa
pays and pays well.
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THE BANK OF ENGLAND
RAISES DISCOUNT

MAURA

A

tomorrow : morning before Justice of1
Should
the Peace t), R". Murray.
they be found guilty, then It is more
than likely they will become inmates
of the new territorial reform school
'
at Springer.
.
t
So far none of the stolen property
has been recovered but Chief Coles
believes that a part of it and perhaps
all, will be found, with the exception
of some of the money, which has
"
'.
probably been spent
both
It is said that
Trahey and
Faulkner were absent from school
yesterday afternoon. The Chaves boy
does not go to school." ' J
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London, Oct 21 The bank of En- FRANCIS
NEW
YORK
CLAIMED HIS ARRIVAL - IN
SCHLATTER
gland today raised the maximum disTO CURE BY DIVINE
AWAITED WITH KEEN INcount rate to five per cent, the highTEREST
POWER
est point reached since the panic of
1907.
This step was taken to check
the depletion of the bank's reserve ONCE
LIVED IN TERRITORY EXPECT AN ANNOUNCEMENT
which it was feared would go below
the .hundred million maTk unless the
TO
new rate attracted gold shipments GAINED WORLD-WIDDECISION RELATIVE
FAME BY FINAL
The movement had a decided depresBOUT
JOHNSON
WITH
WILL
PERFORMING AN APPARENT
sing effect on ' both English and
BE REACHED
MIRACLE
American securities.

.

CHOOSE TEXAS MAN
TO PRESIDE OVER GREAT

DIRECTORS

TAFT MEETS CHAMPION
GOLF PLAYER

OF TEXA8

SYSTEM

V

Gregory, Texas, Oct. 21. President
Taft this morning played golf with NEW
Robert Connelly, the champion golfer
of Texas, who laid out the links on
AND
MAHL, STUBBS
LEAD- HASTILY SUMMONS THE
the C. ,P. Taft ranch. This afternoon MOHLER,
APPOINT
ARE
KRUTTSCHNITT
he visited the town of Taft, which is
t
ERS OF PARLIAMENT TO
ED ON BOARD
one of three on his brother's ranch.
ROYAL PALACE
Governor Campbell and many del
egates rassed through here today on
CURED CRIPPLE GIRL PROMOTERS ON THE GROUND their way to the Interstate Water DIG INCREASE IN SURPLUS
CAUSE jOF THE DOWNFALL CLAIM DE LARA IS
ways convention at Corpus Christ!,
VICTIM OF CONSPIRACY
where Mr. Taft speaks tomorrow.
THIS HAS ADVANCED OVER FIVE
CONSIDERED
MOST
SUCCUMBED AT HASTINGS, NEB., CALIFORNIA
IN
WAR
INTERNAL
MOROCCO,
Los Angeles, Oct. 21. Ugly stories
v.
MILLION DOLLARS IN THE
LIKELY PLACE FOR CHAM
OF OLD AGE DIED PENTROUBLES AND FERRER EXEare being circulated by the friends of
Big Day at Corpus Christ!
PAST YEAR
Oct.
21.
BATTLE
PIONSHIP
Mexican
The
NILESS
de
the
Gutierrez
Texas,
Christ!,
Corpus
Lara,
CUTION RESPONSIBLE
annual convention of the Interstate
w
author, now in jail here, stating that
there is an official plot against the
S.
New York, Oct. 21. The eyes 61 Inland Waterways 'League met here
New York, Oct 21. Robert
Hastings, Neb., Oct. 21. Francis
Madrid, Oct. 21. The entire caM Mexican to have him.
today.
Secretary of War Dickinson
deported. They M.
the
fans
will
be
turned
toward
of
was
light
elected
Lovett
cure
to
th,e
president
Schlatter, who claimed
by
net, neaded by .Premier Maura. re say there Is a direct connection . be
addressed the convention this after
J?ew York for the next few days as
Union Pacific system of railroads to.
noon.
signed this afternoon. King Alfonso tween this plot and the robbery of, a divine power, was found dead' here to- from the
gathering of the principals
day, succeeding the late E. H. Har-at once summoned the leaders of par postoffice at Terminal Island, where day. Old age was the cause. He was and1 promoters will soon be known
de
several
were
Lara's
of
lost.
letters
Viman.
The executive committee re
liament to a conference, it. is be
penniless and unless his body Is whether Jack Johnson and James J. FUNERAL OF LATE JESSE
The police officers are accused of
PATE TO BE HELD HERE elected Lovett chairman, and A. L.
claimed it will go to a medical col- Jeffries will really meet In a cham
lieved the Liberals will refuse to ac
serving, the Mexican government in
Mohler, J. C. Stubbs, Julius Kruttsch-nit- t
pionship battle or hot.
cept the cabinet powers as they will cases of political refugees.
lege for dissection.
of
The
funeral
the
late
Jesse
Pate,
will
to
Jeffries
arrive
or
and William Mahl were appointed'
then have to shoulder the war debt
tonight
'
who died at Raton, will be held to
on
morrow
Lusitanla.
the
to
made
his
morning
the
conservatives
first
Schlatter
Francis
let
They plan
vice presidents. Stubbs, Kruttschnltt
CARNEGIE DONATES SITE
extricate themselves as , best they
as a healer in New Mex- Sam Berger, Jeffries' managor, arriv- morrow afternoon in the chapel of the and Mahl were also elected vice presFOR STATE SANITARIUM appearance
can.
healed a ed last night, and Geo. Little John Las Vegas Undertaking company at idents of the Oregon Short line, in
ico, when he . npparently
Cabinet Formed In 1907
.Mexican
deformed
and
girl. son's manager, is momentarily ex 2:30 o'clock. The services will be addition to W. H. Bancroft, wno was
Oct. 21. Andrew crippled
Pa.,
Harrisburg,
The Spanish cabinet which resign
reached Albuquerque he pected. Coffroth, the California fight in charge of Las Vegas Lodge No.
in recognition of the fight When he
ed today, was formed January 2, 1907, Carnegie,
had preceded him. promoter, is on his way and all of 408, B. P. O. Elks, of which the de- ' The Union Pacific annual report
made by the state of Pennsylvania found his fame
A
a
was
life
ceased
The
member.
a
hnM
will
Aa.
body
rnnforanoo
and was composed of the following:
Then he went to Denver, where he thpm
In the treas
against tuberculosis, has given to the fnfltnd in davs. and later was reoort- - finite meeting has been arranuod for of the deceased brother will reach shows that the surplus
Premier, Maura; Mini. .ter of Fo- state 450 acres
has
increased
$5,749,498.
ury
During
of land near Cresson,
reign Affairs, Allendes Sulazar; Min- on which will be
ed to have claimed to be a relncar-- f Tuesday next, whbn Coffroth will Las Vegas this evening,, accompanied. the past year $22,637,380 have been
a
sanistate
erected
ister of Justice, De Aueroa; Minfor moke a formal bid lor the fight. At by an escort of Elks from the Raton expended for additional
equipment
tarium. The state has two millions nation of Christ, He disappeared 1902
unf of
in
that time it is expected tharjef- - lodge, and will be escorted
ister of Flwwice, Bezada
but
seevral
reappeared
and
years,
and
In
there
remains
betterment,
for
available
dollars
this
purpose
the Interior, De La' Ciexva; Minister and must build
and Johnson's
representatives dertaking parlors by the local.. Elks. hand $25,541,500 for this purpose.
onee to secure the in Chicago, where he lived for five, tries
at
of War, Liares; Minister of Agriculwill have discovered whether or not At the services tomorrow afternoon
years.
,
all members of the local lodge, visitture, commerce and public works, gift,
the men can come, to, terms
ARGUMENTS COMMENCE
Sanchez Guerra; Minister of EducaCalifornia
has
of
the
chance
best
ing brothers and friends of the de
COVETED 33D DEGREE IS
HOOK
WORM
A
PUTS
IN' INTERESTING SUIT
tion Rodriguez San Pedro.
be ceased are Invited to be present The
CONFERRED ON MASONS landing the fight, but there
UNIVERSITY ON BUM
The formation of this cabinet was
Elks'
burial
service
will
be
used.
several other strong bidders. Hugh
St. Louis,
21. Arguments,
Oct.
regarded as a sweeping victory for
- Mcintosh is known to have made an
21.
Oct.
The
fiftyWashington,
were
21.
heard
uct.
me
ua.,
cases known
in
the
Ainens,
poor
today
the clericals and was preceded by
and 20,000 MARCH THROUGH
fourth biennial session of the supreme attractive offer for Australia,
as the cattle rate cases, brought by
the dissolution of five cabinets In showing of the football team of the council of Scottish Rite Masons of the National Sporting club of London,
STREETS OF FRISCO fifty-twwestern railroads against the
'
University of Georgia this season is at
is said to have made an offer to Jefeighteen months.
resumed
its
southern
Jurisdiction
the
to
tributed
Interstate
Commerce
"hook
commission- worm".
the
Thirty
War Caused Downfall
San Francisco, Oct. 21. Interest In The
labors here yesterday. At the after- fries before he sailed for tnnje:
filing of these suits followed an
The war in Morocco,; stern mea- per cent of the students are afflicted noon session, which was executive,
the Portola festival today centered in order of the
commission, reducing the
sures used in suppression of Internal with this parasite, which causes ex the active members considered the re- GOV. HASKELL FILES
the civic and Industrial parade, In 'rates o cattle, the railroads
treme
The
physical
claiming a
sluggishness.
A
and
troubles
the Ferrer, execution,
GENERAL DEMURRER which 20,000 took part. The
on nominations
parade loss of fifty thousand dollars annuallow standard of men In the uni- port of the committee
downfall.
cabinet's
the
about
Mabrought
for honorary thirty-thirArdmore, Oklahoma, Oct 21. A was headed by Don Gaspar de Por ly as a result of the reduction.
degree
A
There was a violent scene in the versity have been proved to be gen- sons.
the knights com- general demurrer to the Indictments tola and Queen Vergilia, who rode on year ago the roads
Among
secured a tem
chamber of deputies yesterday when erally infected 'vith the disease.
mander of the court selected to the against Governor Haskell and his co- splendidly decorated
floats.
The porary injunction
forbidding the enformer Premier Moret attacked the
thirty-thir- d
degree were E. A. Cahoon, defendants in the Muskogee land parade included every fraternal, forcement of the order.
RUSHING WORK ON (
of Roswell, N. M, and J. G. Fitch, fraud cases was filed here today and municipal and Industrial body in the
government.
will be argued October 28.
WHITE HOUSE ADDITION of Socorro, N. M.
state, and a large and splendidly
decorated international division,' the RIOT CHARACTERIZES
RAISES RECORD POTATO
PHILADELPHIA BOUT
oriental nations presenting a riot of
Washington, Oct 21. The new ad
ON HIS MESA FARM
I
dition to the executive offices of the
colors.
In the afternoon the Franciscan
Philadelphia,, Pa., Oct 21. Young
C. E. Schell, wlio has one of the White House will be completed with- fathers
the events connect- Loughrey's rough tactics in his bout
finest farms on the mesa, eight miles in a week and will be ready for occued with the founding of San Francisco with Johnny Krause at the Wayne
east of the city, brought in some po- pancy by President Taft on his reat Mission Dolores, the oldest Catholic Athletic club last night caused a riot,
tatoes yesterday from his farm. In- turn. The new chambers are fitted
church in northern California.
among the spectators who threw botcluded in the hatch was a mammoth in Philliplum and include the presitles and other missiles Into the ring.
ounces dent's private office, a cabinet room,
tuber . weighing tw enty-flv- e
and measuring fourteen inches In cir- and private office for Secretary CarThere will be a regular meeting of Loughrey had a shade on Krause, but
As a climax of two bold daylight , secured a $10 gold piece, a $1 gold
cumference. A little figuring shows penter.
robberies vesterdav afternoon" la the ! Piece, a Columbian half dollar, a Chapman Lodge No. 2, A. F. & A. M., had to have an escort to his car to
save him from the crowd.
.
Fraternal Brotherhood button; a small tonight
elite residence district of this city,
card punch and a revolver The punch
the police this afternoon took into led to the arrest of Chaves.
Baker,
custody Atanacio Chaves, Jesse Faulk- upon discovering the robbery, started
ner and John Trahey, three, boys out to notify the police and met the
whose ages range between 12 and, Chaves boy walking along the street
15 years, the arrests being made on with the' punch In his hand. He ques
complaint of James R. Baker, one tioned him about it and Chaves claimof the victims of the thefts commit- ed to have found it on the West side.
F. G. Wasman, agent for a Chicago ed by territorial statute.
Baker managed to detain the boy unThis li- ted yesterday'.
The arrest of the boys was ex- til Officer E. C. Ward arrived. Upon
A suit involving many thousands small consideration
mail order grocery concern, ws ar cense costs $100, cash , in advance,
and in which
sensational. Chaves, who the officer's arrival, the boy was ques of dollars and covering the volume other
rested yesterday on complaint of Wil-- ; and covers a period of one year from tremely
parties subsequently acquired
date of issue. In addition the agent seemed to be the ringleader of the tioned further, but he still .stuck to of business transacted by the Canyon Interests that have yielded them handHam M. Shilllnglaw, secretary of the
must deposit the sum of $l;000 with gang, made a complete confession the story that he had found the punch. Lime company, operating in the vicin- some profits.
Business Men's association, on the the
this morning to Chief of Police Ben However, no arrest was made at the ity of Las Vegas hot springs for
However, a short while before his
county treasurer as a guarantee
many years back, has been filed in death, Mr, Peterson Is said to have
charge of selling goods for future de- that his goods will be up to stand- Coles, and Implicated Trahey and time, the boy being allowed to go.
Faulkner. Accompanied by the ofThis morning, when Chief Coles the district court here by Mrs. Cora had lucid
livery without a license. He was ar- ard and exactly as represented.
intervals, during which time-I-t
to the public school "a- heard of the robberies, and the evi- L. Archibald, wife of a Santa Fe
went
he
ficer,
is claimed he was fully competent
raigned before Judge D. R. Murray,
It was reported today that Wasman
He dence against the Chaves boy, whom locomotive engineer.
ttended by the latter two boys.
The
who found him guilty and assessed a had communicated with his firm
to attend to business matters of any
by
named in the case are Pablo nature whatsoever, and It was when-ifine of $75 and costs. Wasman serv- telegraph and that It would furnish pointed them out and they were ar- he has suspected all along of being
rested.
implicated in the recent petty thefts, Jaramillo and wife, George A. Flem
ed notice of an appeal to the district the necessary bond for his
this condition of mind, with de
release,
two
Inns of about
a
Follnwlnz
he
Immediately took him Into custody. ing and wife, F. H. Pierce, J. H. throned reason recovered for a spell,
t
court and his bond was fixed at $200. and also take steps to
matcarry the
weeks, or since the last robbery was with the result that he confessed and Stearns, A. T. Rogers, jr., and j the that he made his last will and testa
In defaulti of ball he was remanded ter through the district and
supreme committed, two homes were entered j "peached" on two boys he claims were Canyon Lime
tompanyi
.ri ment in favor of Mrs. Archibald. '
to the county jail.
u.
tcourts, If necessary, in ordento test yesterday afternoon.
One was the his confederates.
The
was
suit
brought
This plaintiff prays that air the
by
Attorney
no
The arrest of Wasman caused
the validity of the law in question.
James R, Baker residence at 823
It Is now believed that the recent A B. Renehan, of Santa Fe, on the deeds to certain described
little comment coupled with considproperties.
Late this afternoon It was learned Eighth street, while the other was
robbery of the Woods book and sta- plea that when the late N. E. Peter-- In proximity to the hot springs
erable indignation on the part of sev- that Loverin & Brown
company, of that of E. R. Kennedy at 829 Eighth tionery store on Sixth street, the tap- sou executed a deed to the property be set aside on
the above grounds,
eral of his customers, who were haled Chicago, the firm Wasman
In both instances entrance ping of the till at the Crystal thea- to Pablo Jaramillo, his heirs and and that an
represents, street.
to give
accounting of all the lime
court
into
testimony had jtelegraphed a cash bond of $200 was effected through; a. rear window ter and the
pilfering' f numerous assigns, some years ago, he was In sold, or shipped be made, also tnar
against 11m. Wasman has been here for-birelease from the county Jail and was made while the families were homes in the city within the past sane and not
capable of legally, trans the title : heretofore- decreed by the ,
.
.taking orders for groceries for his and had also ' arranged ' for the em- away. .
;
n month or two, was the work of this acting business of any kind, parti
Court be now decreed to be In .favor
firm, but it is alleged he failed to ployment of counsel to represent him
At' the Baker home a considerable trio.
of uch an, important nature - of Mrs. Archibald, who was a sister-in-la',.,(,
V.'iW:.'
procure the necessary license, requir in court.
haul was made. , The Juvenile thieves r The boys will be given 'a hearing t;his transfer of valuable land for a
of the late N. E. Peterson.
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similar degree, by tye roads that have with his family visiting relatives.

USE

IMIB
ILLINOIS CENTRAL MAY
PENSE WITH STEAM IN

DIS-

CHICAGO

MILES

ELECTRIFIED

Results on Eastern Lines So
factory as to Cause Action
Taken In Windy City Does
With Smoke and Noise
Railroad Notes.

Satis-

to Be
Away

Other

If the Illinois Central stockholders
and directors decide to comply with
Chicago's demands for the elimination of- - smoking locomotives and authorize the electrification of their terminals, they will have the experience
ot twelve other roads, who have 'substituted electricity for steam motive
power within the last ten years to
guide them.
,
, There are now 406 miles of main
trunk line railroads in the United
States on which electrification has
been accomplished with success r on
which the electrical Installation
is
now in active progress. These flg
tires apply only to the length of the
main line operated by electricity, tak
ing no account of second or additional tracks, and include only railroads
which are otherwise
by
operated
steam, excluding the elevated and in- -'
terurban roads.
The most notable installations are
those of the New York Central and
New York, Hew Haven and Hartford
railways on the lines entering New
York City, where the conditions most
nearly approach those to be encountered in Chicago.
While it is true that none of the
twelve roads which have electrified,
present conditions exactly similar to
those of the Chicago terminals, it is
also true that each one of them has
overcome obstacles not encountered
by their predecessors.
The officials of the Illinois Central
and other Chicago roads claim that in
the present state of the art or electrical operation the difficulties of operating freight and switching trains rn
a complicated terminal , are :' insurmountable. On,' the other hand prominent electrical engineers who have
been engaged on electrification work
declare that there are no problems in
the Chicago terminal situation which
have not been solved, at least in a
...
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already adopted electricity.
In-t- he
case of the New York CenNew Haven roads, public
the
tral and
pressure and the necessity for increasing the capacity of their terminals were the controlling reasons for
electrification, which has cost the
New York Central up to date approximately 115.000,000, besides $50,000,-00- 0
for terminal improvements Which
electrification has made advantageous,
The immediate cause( for the beginning of the, work was a law passed by
the New York legislature in 1903, prohibiting the use of steam locomotives
In the Park avenue tunnel after January 1, 1908. The New York Central
has been engaged in electrification
tor about six years, and every passenger train on the system entering
the City of New York is now operating by electricity from Yonkers to
the Grand Central station, a distance
of fourteen miles. Through . trains
are hauled by electric locomotives,
which are changed for the steam road
engines outside of the city, and the
suburban - trains are operated by mul
tiple unit motor cars, taking current
from the third rail.
That the New 'York Central electri
ficatlon has alreafly proved successful from an operating standpoint, has
been shown by statements made Dy
W. J. Wilgus, the vice president, who
had charge of the work.
v
"The adoption of electricity has
greatly increased the efficiency of the
service and resulted in the coaches
being cleaner," said A. H. Smith, vice
president and general manager of the
New York Central. "It is impossible
at the present time to give any reliable data as to the cost of operation of
trains in and out of the Grand Cential
station under the electric passenger
service,' owing to the fact that constant changes are going onand the
operation by trains by electricity is
only in the experimental stage, so to
speak."
(
The decision of the New York Central to electrify its terminal necessi
tated similar action on the part of
the New Haven' road, as the trains of
the latter company enter the Grand
Central station over the tracks of the
fornier. The New Haven trains are
now operated by electricity as far as
miles.
Stamford, Conn., thirty-on- e
The first case of steam railroad electrification In the United States, aside
from the elevated and interurban
roads, was the Baltimore and Ohio's
entrance to the' city of Baltimore.
The most notable instance of electrification now in progress is that of
the Pennsylvania railroad, which is
tunneling an entrace into New York
from Jersey City through to Long
island. The road now has a network
of over 125 miles of electric lines en'
tering .Long Island city. Last year
Trunk
the Grand
completed the electrification of its Sarnia tunnel, which
includes about four miles of line with
the approaches.
The equipment of the Great Northern's Cascade tunnel in Montana for
electrical operation was completed
during the last year., It includes two
s
miles of tunnel and
and
approaches bring the total up to four
miles.
'
The electrification of portions of
and
West
Seashore,
the Erie,
Jersey
and the West Shore roads is of recent
accomplishment. The West Jersey
and Seashore is operated by electric
motor cars from Camden to Atlantic
mile's.,., The
City, N. J., sixty-fiv- e
Erie is running overhead trolley cars
between Rochester Nand Avon, N. ,Y.,
miles. The West,,. Shore
thirty-fou- r
uses electricity between Utlca and
miles.
Syracuse, N. Y., forty-fou- r
T
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THURSDAY,

three-fourth-

He

bumped S. W. Barnes.
Frank Snelling is heaving coal again
on engine 1202, after a short rent.'
Conductor A. H. West has reported
for duty, having been sick for the past
week.

Engineer Henry Renslng has reported for duty, after having laid off a
couple of trips,
Master Mechanic J. A. Conley ar- rived in the city last night from his
headquarters in Raton.
Engine 1200 was taken out i,f the
shops yesterday, having undergone
several successful operations.
W. H. Rife, the signal foreman,
reached home and headquarters last
evening from Trinidad and points be,

yond.

Conductor J. B. Crane and crev
deadheaded in on No. 1 yeste'day
from Raton and returned
with, a
deadhead equipment train.
Oa October 30th a carload of min
ing machinery ; will be sold by the
Santa Fe station agent at iW
Cruces, N. M., for freight charges.
Conductor C. - A. Smith and family,
who have, been In Amarillo, Texas,
for the past ten months, have return
ed. The head of the family is onthia
division again.
The men who stole the linens that
were being shipped over the Santa Fe
route, intended for the governor's
mansion in Santa Fe, some months
ago, have been caught and today at
La Junta, Colorado,
were placed
on trial,
The marriage of Phillip A. Bailey,
who is employed in the Albuquerque
shops "and Miss Helen Petitt of that
city, took place last evening and the
many friends of the couple planned to
help them celebrate the event In the
proper way,
H.' S. Lutz, agent of the Santa Fe
route, left Santa Fe for La Junta on
court business.
He has been summoned in the matter of prosecuting
the thieves, who stolei linens from the
Santa Fe freight car, destined for the
...
mansion,
governor's
v
George O. Nicol, formerly of Ran
Bernardino, has- been appointed bo'tlor
shop foreman at Albuquerque, taking
the place of Fred Graefe, who has
position with the El Paso &
Southwestern, and will have headquarters in El Paso.
Peter McCallum, jr.j the fourteen-year-olson of Peter McCallum,1 general foreman of the Santa Fe machine shops in Albuquerque, Is confined to his home with a broken col
lar bone, received while practicing
football. Peter is a candidate for a
position on the second Central high
school eleven and was practicing the
art of squeezing the knees of the1
man carrying the ball when he sustained the injury.
,
Back In the administration of President Harrison the two, H. H. and S;
A. Sullivans, Engineer John and Conductor Timothy, guided the destinies
of a uresMentlal special train out of
nil raso.
Ana riaing in me train
was President Harrison. And . when
McKinley visited El Paso those same
two Sullivans comprised the leaders
of the train crew to run the presit
dent's special., They were seasoned
trainmen then and received that hon
m
or for that reason.
A party of El Pasoans composed of
A.-- N. Brown,
general freight and past
senger agent of the El Paso &
Mrs. ; Brown,
and
Southwestern,
Waters Davis and wife, J.. A. Harper,
and wife, Mrs. J. F. Williams, '. Mrs,
W. B. Latta and
E. Bachtel,' left
El Paso Monday on
trip through
The
Mexico and Central America.
party is traveling in the private .car
Alamogordo and will Journey over
Ambassador David Thompson's
line to the Isthmus of
-

d
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CHAS. GREENCLAY,

WHOLESALE DEALER.
EAST LAS VEGAS,

N. NIEX.
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NOTES

Fireman F. J. Savert has reported
for duty, getting engine 1651.
Fireman Harry E. Anderson ' has
"
been "assigned to engine 1648.
crew
took
and
Maitland
Conductor
second No. 8 out this morning.
Fireman C. D. Fields, alias "Pumpkin Roller," has reported for duty,
after an extended trip to Louisiana

'

Are You Thinking
of Buying
a house; a lot? a horse?
an automobile? a busi,
ness? a musical tnstruo

MENT? You will serve your own
interest by consulting

Optic Want Ads

21,

1909

000.
3719

ACT FINE AND

Jn

1904

Main

he purchased a home at

street and afterward

mar-

ried his housekeeper, who was Mrs.
BLADDERJISERY GOES Laura Stuber. After he was adjudged
insane, he and his wife left Kansas
If you take several doses ot Pape's City. Later
hey were found in ChiDiuretic, all backache and distress cago.
(
from
kidneys or bladder
According to word received, Gentrouble will vanish, and you will feel eral Manager Wells, of the coast
fine.
lines, has decided that engineers .in
Lame back, painful stitches, rheuma- charge of the new motor cars in use
tism, nervous headache dizziness, ir- In California shall be paid at the
ritability, sleeplessness, inflamed or same rate as the engineers on passick feel- senger train . engines. The Brotherswollen eyelids, worn-ou- t,
won their point
ing and other 8ymp:om3 of sluggish, hood
inactive kidneys disappear.
that regular engineers be placed in
Uncontrollable, smarting, frequent charge of the motor cars, hut thn nav
urination (especially at night) and jwas $110 per month and when the
all bladder misery ends.
wsb taken up with Mr. Wells
j subject
Feeling miserable; and worried is he decided that the motor car should
needless, because this unusual prepa- ;be classed as the smallest engine, the
ration goes at once to the disorder
ui yoj, wing,
iur iuu mues.
It is announced that C. M. Chase,
ed kidneys, bladder and urinary system and distributes its healing, clean- chief engineer of the Chicago, Rock
sing and vitalizing influence directly Island & Gulf railroad, with headupon the organs and glands affected, quarters in Fort Worth, will resien
and completes the cure before you and will be succeeded by A. B. War
ner, who is now assistant chief enrealize it.
Mr. Chase, it is
The moment you suspect any kid- gineer for the line.
understood, will take a position as
ney or urinary disorder or feel rheu- chief
engineer for one of the Frisco
matism pains, begin taking this harm
lines. His successor, Mr. Warner,
less medicine, with the knowledge
has been located at Fort Worth only a
that there is no other remedy at any short
time, but has been with the"
"else
made
in the Rock Island
anywhere
price,
for a number of years,
world, which will effect so thorough His
to succeed Mr.
appointment
and prompt a cure as a fifty-ceCase is a promotion in recognition of
treatment of Pape's Diuretic, which his efficient
service with that system.
any druggist can supply.
Official bulletins will be published the
Your physician, pharmacist, ban first of, next week
announcing the
ker or any mercantile agency ' will changes. ...
tell you that Pape, Thompsqn & Pape,
of Cincinnati, is a large and respon
A woman's notion of an artistic
sible medicine concern, thoroughly photograph of herself is when It
worthy of your confidence.
makes her husband mad because it
Only curative results can come isn't dressed enough.
from taking Pape's DIuretif, and a
few days' treatment means clean, ac
It's hard, lines when your epitaph
tive, healthy kidneys, bladder and shows up on a tombstone.
urinary organs and no backache.
Many a woman dyes in an attempt
to avoid gray hair.
.
Colorado by the two roads to railroad
men visiting the state.
Hereafter, it
is said, it will be necessary for all
visitors of that sort to carry specific
requests from their general managers Ely's Cream Balm
to receive local free transportation in U quickly absorbed. ,
..

i
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Colorado.

CATARRH

IPSm

Gives Relief at Once.

Daniel Curtin, a former Union

It cleanses,

Pa-

soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased mem
brane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
last year, has been restored to health away a Cold in the
ueaa
lie. II
VhMVll
and the control of his property has stores quicsiy.
the Senses of IIH
been restored to him by Judge
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cte., at Drugof the probate court, Mr. Cur-tin- gists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
56 Warren' Street, New York.
is valued at about $50,- - Ely Brothers,

cific Railroad conductor, who was adjudged to be of unsound mind in the
probate court in Kansas City, Mo.,
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Co.

ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS
PRICE 50 PER BOTTLE

Wigg Bjones is having all sortsof trouble with that wife of his from
Chicago. I tell you, she put her foot
down last .night. Wagg Was that
it? I thought it was an earthquake.

-

It's ATop Notch Doer
Great deeds compel regard. The
world crowns its doers. That's why
the American people have crowned
Dr. King's New Discovery, the king
of throat and lung remedies. Every
atom is a health force. It kills germs,
and colds and la grippe vanish. It
membranes and
heals cough-rackecoughing stops. Sore, inflamed bronchial tubes and lungs are' cured and
hemorrhages cease. Dr. Geo. 'More,.
Black Jack, N. C, writes "it cured me
of lung trouble, pronounced hopeless
by all doctors." 60c, $1.00.. Trialbottle free. Guaranteed by all druggists.
d

The moreyou try to find out what's
in most people's heads the less i
there.
More Than Enough Is Too Much
Tn maintain health, a mature man
or woman needs just enough food to
repair the waste and supply energy
and body heat. The habitual consumption of more food than is neces
sary for these purposes is me pnuiocause of stomach troubles, rheumat4om onrl
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William Chester, a negro sixty-thre- e
years of age, who has been employed
by the G. H. railroad for several
years, died in the G. H. yards in El
Paso Saturday afternoon, Justice WaU
son rendering a verdict to the effect
that the man had come to his death,

from valvular lesion of the ., heart.
The negro was on top of one of the
soldiers' tourist cars watering the car
when he had ani attack of heart disease. One of the soldiers helped him
down to the ground, where' he expired
a'short time afterward.
,;
To Engineers Jack Reese and Carl
Lathrop is due the distinction of
guiding President Diaz's trains on the
Both were
Mexican, Central lines.
chosen from the Gomez Palacio division as the yery best enginemen of
which Mexico can boast. They have
Their
seen many years in service.
double run was noteworthy on account of the uniformity of speed held
by both trains. Reese ran the presi
dent's special, while Lathrop sat in
the cab of the pilot train, which con
of the
veyed the railroad officials
. '
party.
The Interstate commerce commission has raised with the Denver & Rio
'
Grande and Colorado & Southern rail
roads the question of the passes
which are issued annually throughout

Worxieri's

Sis

kfn
Comforts

Apparel

'
A full sized comfort,
good
weight, nice covering, worth

Exquisitely tailored Suits posf seeing all the elegance hat can possibly
Garments that will give yon all the satis-- :
be embodied in a tailored
faction to be desired from the b st made to order Suits. Each garment
has an individuality of its own. showing the influence of the French
model from which it takes its style character. Garments which insure
yon exclosiveness in style, for we buy no two garments alike.
1

larger comfort, regular 1.75 values, only. . .$1.25
Our $2.00 grade extra good comforts, well made and good. cov.....$1.50
erings
A nice comfort of extra size
filled with white cotton, covered with a nicd grade of

27.50, 32.50, 35.00, 37.50, 45.50, $50.00.

The same comfort, but covered
with an extra grade of Silk- ollne
..$4.00
A nice large comfort, made from
the best of white cotton, covered with dotted Swiss, having
a nice border of solid color,
$7.00
only

,

,

15.00, 17,50, 21.50, 23.50. $25.00
Moyen-Ag-

e

One-iPiec-

Dresses

e

;

Blankets

are extremely popular, in both the extreme and the mddifled models.
HenThey "me in a large variety of materials, including Cashmere,

A good sized cotton b anket in
.grey and tan, for only..i...8oc
A 1 4 cotton blanket, - good
value and nice weight.... $1.25
A good sized extra heavy cotton blanket In grey, for only $2.00
, An
extra heavy 12x4 7 cotton
blanket, special value.... $2.50
A full sized, good weight blanket of wool and cotton... $1.65
An excellent value in all wool
full
blankets,
and
sige
weight
...$5.00
A nice assortment
of extra
fine all wool blankets,
full
size and weight, up to $10.00

rietta, Prunella, Broadcloth, Venetian, Panama, Tricot Suiting, Taffeta
and Silk Eollenne, in all the best fall colors. Dresses for every occasion,
combining style, comfort and service.

1--

9,50, 12.50, 15.00, 22.50, 25.00, $35.00

Distinctive Styles in Fall Coats
These garments run ahrough a large
skirt, or Moy en Age effects, down to
coats All are strictly hand tailored
d give that chic, dressy'
materials,

range of styles, from the plaited
the perfectly plain, loose fitting
garments, well made from the best
'
effect desired by all.

12.50,; 15.00, 20.00, 25.00, $27.50

Hosiery and Underwear

3.0

satten

We have an excellent variety of the newest models in long coated;
suits made from good maerials in all desirable colors, neatly and
tastefully trimcd at . ;
.

7....... 85c

L25

A heavier,

Tailored Suits With Long Coats

Knit Goods
SWEATERS

N

The "Cadet" hose for men, women
and children is the best twenty-fivcent hose manufactured. Heels and
toes are made from pure linen and the
knees are made with triple thread.
Black and tan in light weight, medium
.25c pair
and heavy.
e

Ladles' medium weight pants and
vests, fleeced lined, in white, ecru and
50c
silver, per garment
Merode pants and vests, all wool,
white or silver, excellent value, $1.25
Ladles' union suits, fleece lined,
either white or silver, per suit 75c
Ladies' white Merino union suits, all
sizes, warm and serviceable.... $1.75

are the most popular knit
garment manufactured. This
season they come in a
variety of styles from 27 to
42 inches long.
Cardinal,
Oxford and White are the'
favorite colors, and a solid
rnTnr with nnllni" onfTa mil :
r
pockets of a -- contrasting
color is much in demand,
prices range from $3.00 to

iPIil'
I mmmmmm,
i I if

$10.00.

.

If

troubled with indigestion, revise your
diet, let reason ana not appeuie control and take a few doses of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
and you will sopn be all right agaia.
For sale by all dealers.

'

n
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Knit Skirts
These necessary garments come In navy, cardinal, black and
white, either solid colors or with contrasting, border stripes.
Prices 35c to $1.60.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

UNCLE SAM IS TEACHING

HOV

ISTHMUS REPUBLICS TO CLEANUP

OCTOBER

THURSDAY,

hare grown out of the administration
of the public lands and the forest reserves. Word has been sent to District Forester A. C. Ringland of Albuquerque to participate In the con-

THRZX

1909

21.

NEW MEXICO'S

TRY THIS FOR

rayft

cough

Largest Wliolcsale Donso

.
Mix two ounces of glycerine with
ference. , v
The U. S. land office at Santa Fe a half ounce of Virgin Oil of Pine
announces that the plat of fractional compound pure ; and a half pint of
INCORPORATED 1006
Shake well, and
P. Meredith Jones, timber expert In No postage stamps to be had, no sta township 13 N., R. 2 W., has been straight whiskey.
the employ of the Santa Fe Railway tionery, no cigars nor tobacco, no filed and that said township will be take in doses of a teaspoopful every
WHOLESALE
Bystem, who has been touring South books or periodicals of any kind, no open to entry under the land laws four hours. This mixture possesses
America In the interests of this com- games of cards, chess or checkers. Ab on November 26, 1909. The township the healing, healthful, properties of
Agents of
Distributing
pany, sends The Optic another very solute Idleness is forced upon the Is located in southwestern Sandoval the Pines and will break acold In 24
Jno. Deere
hours and cure any cough that is
.'
Even the attend county.
interesting letter from Panama, where
IMPLEMENTS
In having this formula put
he now is. Mr. Jones graphically de- ants are averse to talking. It is not
A. C. Price of Raton was seriously curable.
McCormio
scribes his experiences while In quar- surprising that the people who a
.
injured last Sunday while huntingTP' be 8ure tnat your druggist uses
Deecing
His letter reads:
held prisoners here become dis deer In the Sugarite canyon. He the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine com
antine.
Champion
MACHINERY ,
gruntled- and discontented, and com sighted a deer and in his anxiety to pound pure, prepared and guaranteed
Panama Quarantine Station,
Molme
October 6th. 1909. plain of everything, even the living, take a shot at It, slipped over a boul- only by the Leach Chemical Co., CinStudebaker
O.
cinnati,
best
to
the
consider
I
equal
which
der and fell into a crevice In the
Quarantined.
WAGON
As
entered
I
the rocks. He was picked up unconscious
Oh my! Were you ever in prison? hotels of Panama.
American '
j
place, I met three people who were and taken to his home In an auto weeks ago and should have arrived in
Elwod
If so, you know something about it
Albuquerque in "plenty of time to be
STOCK FENCE
I reached Panama harbor on the just leaving. They seemed anxious mobile.
exhibited at the fair' last week. It
me A
Genuine Glidden
morning of the 2nd, and was sent to to enter into conversation and tell
telegram was received in Albu
'
WIRE
BARB
not
was
did
reach
there
until
a
Monday,
institution
robbery,
the
that
I
was
or
Not
sick,
that
quarantine.
querque from San Francisco announc
ov
was
It
Glide
turned
Mr.
and
nowever,
whole
very
layout
had been exposed to any contagious and that the
ing the death there of Ella Gradl, er to
'
LAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA, N. M. ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
the Benevolent society1 with In
disease, nor even that I had come bum.
who went to the California city some
and keep the pro
to
structions
sell
it
We had just come up from the time
from an infected port. It only
ago for his health. Deceased
meant that Uncle Sam is 'punishing west coast of Colombia, where period was a brother of L. Gradi, proprietor ceeds. The animal is very valuable,
were
the holder of many blue ribbons and
the traveling public, in trying to force icals are almost unknown, and
of the Montezuma hotel in the Duke
the South American republics to clean hnnerrv for readine matter. I had a city. The remains will be brought to it is likely that there will be some
couple of pld magazines, having been
lively bidding "between sheepmen
tip.
Albuquerque for Interment
when the ram is .disposed of.
I had some company, all the pas- using them to press botanical speci
Mrs. H. B.
escaped
fellow" sufferers kept these
Under the direction of Coach C. B.
sengers on board, and one member of mens. My
returndeath or fearful injury while
Ellis
the girls' basketball team of
the crew.
busy, and I kept punching at the
home in Las Cruces one night re
Mexico university at Albuquer
We waited on deck, while the quar- steward for something else. At the ing
New
cently - The horse took fright and que is
antine doctor had lunch with the cap- end of the second day he brought ran
practicing Regularly. While
the buggy into the curbing, up- no
lOx
a
Canal
Record,
of
a
the
stars have been dev
tain, after which we were hustled into out popy
phenomenal
.
compilation of setting and smashing it. Mrs. Holt eloped so far the coach
row boats and taken to the station, 12 Inch eight-pag- e
optimistic
was thrown to the ground and some
where lunch was already over, so we statistics. Trankful for small Iavors,
JVTer-clT.&rcl- ia
of a successful season for the team.
bruised
what shaken, besides being
not yet picked the personnel
sat on the porch and chewed gum un- I read it through, and am Inclosing It aboutf
has
He
the left eye and cheek. Mrs.
as an exhibit
,
til dinner time at 6 p. m.
of the team that will represent the
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
and
the
Holt's
escape from death was almost
matter,
little
A
small
reading
rocky
The location is a
university and probably will not ''da
and
miraculous.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
island (200 by 700 feet), a couple of facility of a few harmless; games
so until the beginning of the season.
Superintendent of Public Instruc This will be early in November. At
We found some courtesy from the officials,
miles from Panama.
and tion J. K Clark has mailed Jo Hills-boreverything new and in proper order. would add much to the pleasure
that time the Trinidad team will be
prisoner-passengerthe
one of bis model plans wltbJ spe
Perfect water system, elegant baths, contentment Of
there for the first game of the sched
cifications for a three room, modern
good table, good service and good
ule, which will Include six games,
Since this station was opened in school building to cost about, f 2,000.
beds (three in a room and hunt the
Trinidad team hopes to arrange
The
recommends
"bath room to wash.) The regulations March last, there has been one fatal The
superintendent
with the university girls for
its
games
are very strict. The resident physician case of bubonic plague, and two cases adobe for building material in prefer- a
Friday evening, playln the Y, W.
(Imooritoi-ated- )
His as- of yellow fever; one fatal. The sep ence to other material. The building
has his own private house.
C.
A., team on the Saturday night
with
for
arate
and
patients
his
meals
convenient
takes
or
buildings
Mission
in
is
steward,
style,
sistant,
in the general dining room behind a these diseases may be seen on the
in every respect. Both ex- following.
WHOLESALE
Celery growing is to be another
They are set terior and" interior will also be very
screen. Incidentally he listens to the right of the island.
Mesilla
in
the
valley,
crop
enpaying
are
and Doalora In.
comments of the prisoner-passengerup on conprete columns, and
pleasing and artistic in appearance. There Is quite an acreage near Las
My first break was to cross the dead tirely surrounded by water In time of
Efforts are being made by the of
HIDES
WOOL,
Cruces this season and the plants are
line that separated me from the secon- high tide.
ficers at Santa Rosa to locate a young
fine. J. A. Williams Just north
doing
d-class
I was
The strict quarantine regulations man of 19 or 20 who went to Santa
town has a fine celery patch
of
that
J
a
Home
to
back
much
marched
done
have
suppress Rosa last Tuesday morning and who
by
big
quickly
probably
Is
and
experimenting on the differ
I then and Tceep out yellow fever from the has strangely disappeared. He gave
Jamaica nigger attendant.
Eaat Im Vogaa, M.M., Albuquerque, M. M., Tuounioart,
learned that the one main building canal zone, but, at the same time, it his name as Charles Collins and stat ence of soil. He has his plants where
M. M., Pooos, M. M.r Logan, M. Mm,
all
was
it
soil
originally
Trinidad, Oolorado
varies;
and its immediate door yard, only, is a great inconvenience to the travel- ed that his father resided about 30 the
con
ditch
the
near
but
adobe,
I
not
could
were at my disposal.
ing public. Passengers from the south, miles south of Roswell. He made heavy
of the ditch soil has mixed
even send across the little span of Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Chili al- several
DAI.1 WAGONS, tha
'at the local "stores, siderable
purchases
Farm Wagon mada
with
the
steamer
us
from Panama most Invariably , lose their
adobe, and up to this time
water that separates
a suit of clothes, and
them
RACINE-SAT7L- EY
among
the plants near the ditch are putting
for my mail. Nor did I have the privi- connections. Everybody dreads : the
COi, Vehlotaa
that evening spent some time at the
lege of sending off mall. I don't mean quarantining, but possibly If he were White House saloon on the outskirts on a better growth, than that in the
NAVAJO BLANKETS
to say that mail is prohibited., but comlnff Into nort. on a couch he mieTlt
adobe. He attributes this to
of the' city, and appeared - to have heavy
there are no facilities. '"''Almost no looW at it In a different lfght
the
fact
that the lighter soil works
'of money, which he spent free
communication with the main land.
F. MEREDITH JONES. plenty
up better and does not bind the
ly. Foul play is suspected.
plants and then the lighter soil can
Application for an inquiry into the be worked after an
irrigation several
sanity of Richard Sweeney, an old
than
the
earlier
heavy.
resident of Albuquerque, was made days
a,ooo lbs.,
more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
yesterday before Judge Abbott by O.
Mr. F. G. Fritz, Oneonta, N. Y.,
to
1,000 lbs.,
N. Marron aid Alfred Grunsfeldas
3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
writes:' "My little girl was greatly
to
200
chairman of the county board. The benefited by
TO
lbs.,
1,000
lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
Orino
Lax
taking Foley's
court appointed John S. Beaven com ative, and I think it is the best rem200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
lbs.,
50
missioner to conduct the inquiry, edy for constipation and liver trou
Less
50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs. ;
ble.". Foley's Orino Laxative Is
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 21. Gover- Stearns, Santa Rosa; W. F. Buchan- Mr. Sweeney is well known to many pleasant and effective, and curesmild,
ha
nor Curry has named the following an; Tucumcarl. W. C. Hawkins, Mon-toy- people of the Duke city, having re bitual constipation. O. G. Schaefer
Willard' Belknap, Nara Visa; sided there for many years. He has and Red Cross Drug Co.
delegates to represent New Mexico
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
O., L. Owen, Clovis; C. R, Worrall, been confined in the county Jail, al
at the forthcoming Dry Farming conA bpy can be more ashamed of (he
Clovis; C. A. Jones, Melrose; T. A. though he is not violent, because it
aurity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Veeaa
gress which meets next week at Bil- Tillingast, Ellda; W. E, Lindsey, T. was considered safer for him as well neckties his father wears than of famous.
Office: 701 Douglas avenue.
;
as others. The inquiry into his men- being expelled from college, j
A.' Molinari,
lings, Mont:
Portales; J. S. Morgan,
I). T. Hosklna, Geo. A. Fleming, N. Texico; P. A. Speckman, D. B. Mor- tal condition will be pursued at once.
St. Vraln, N. M., is becoming quite
S. Belden, Dr. J. M. Cunningham, rill, Estancla;
John W. Corbett
aOIBBES
Ralph E. Twitcnell, East Las Vegas; Mountainair; W. A. Dunlavy, Willard. a broom corn market. While there
J. D. Tinsley, Mesilla Park; H. B. Arthur W. Jones, Amistad; ' G . m! was not a heavy acreage there last
Hening, Albuquerque; William Honey-fiel- Bass, Clayton; Dr. A. R. Bassitt, Des year, there were . many of the new
Bell; Glidden Hinman, Maxwell Moines; G. W; Guyer, Folsom; Ira er settlers in the country to' the
'
City; L. C. VonHecke, Fort Sumner; O. Wetmore, Carrizozo; Fred Lutz, northwest and tributary to that town
who raised good crops and who are
C.
Frank N. Page , Buchanan;
H. Nara Visa.
WHOLESALE GROCERS
bringing this into that place and to
Pedernal mountains in Torrance coun Melrose, eight miles west, for market.
and
NEW MEXICO NEWS ty, after a. trip of 90 miles during Eastern buyers are trying to" get all
which they reached an altitude of they can from the fieldsrthere and the
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
almost 13,000 feet
offering some very fapcy prices in
Allv kinds of Native Products. : ;
,
Sancho Gonzales was acquitted at
The Internal revenue collector at cases. This it Is believed there, will
Presses.
Grain
Sacks,
Hay
inRoswell of the charge of haying
E. Pink
Santa Fe has been authorized to ap stimulate the farmers to put out a For Women-Lyd-ia
K
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicinea.
sulted the American flag during a point two extra
Broom
for
next
acreage
year.
big
ham's
revinternal
deputy
Vegetable
Compound
Explosives, Fuse and Caps.
High
celebration in that city.
enue collectors to assist In the prep- corn is one crop that will thrive in
was passing through
Noah, Ky.
"I
Tabor-VoGlori-etcompany of
,The
aration of the schedules and the work that section if given anything like the Change of Life and suffered from
'
Santa Fe county, adjudged a of
headaches, nervous
Headquarters in the Territory for
proper care.
collecting the corporation tax.
and
prostration,
bankrupt recently, has appealed to the
celebration
hemorrhacres.
Andres Lucero, brother-in-laof At the Hudson-FultoUnited States supreme courts
"Lydia E. Pink.
Melquiadez Madrid, twenty-eigh- t
years at Flushing, New York. Judge L.
nams vegetable
Jose Maldonado, an old soldier liv- old, died at
Bradford
of
this
N.but
Prince,
Mesilla,
M., from the
territory
Compoundmademe
ing at Canada, a few miles out of effects of being caught in a hay feed- formerly of New York, made the prinwell and strong, so
Santa Fe, died yesterday from the ef- er which necessitated "
that I can do all my
amputation. cipal address of the occasion, and his
housework,and atfects of dropsy. The deceased was He leaves a widow and two children. speech is printed In full in the papers
tend to the store
eighty years of age and was well
and
T. B. Burns and a large delegation of Flushing, which speak of it, ediand
it FULL LINE OF MEXICAN
'
Ifeef muchyounger'
SOAP
known in Santa Fe.
of citizens from Rio Arriba have ar- torially, as an effort of rare merit,
t
.
am.
than
I
really
The two . Albuquerque aeronauts rived in Santa Fe to meet Secretary and say that at its conclusion the -"Lydia E. Pink,
AJ
who ascended in a balloon Tuesday, of the Interior Ballinger on Saturday great audience which had listened to ham's Vegetable Compound is the most
successful remedy for all kinds of!
alighted at Lucia, at the foot of the to discuss with him problems that the speaker with marked interest, female
troubles, and I feel that I can
vote of never praise it enough. " Mbs. Lizzie'
gave him an enthusiastic
Is an ordeal which all women thanks. A hasty perusal of the ad- Holland, Noah, Ky.
TheChangeof Life is themostcritlcal;
approach wittt dread, for dress as printed shows that it was In period
of a woman's existence, and:
nothing compares to the pain the judge's usual happy and forecful neglect of health at this time invites
of child-birt- h.
The thought style, and must have been remarka- disease and pain.
of the suffering in store for bly interesting to the people of a Womeneverywhereshouldremember
there is no other remedy known to
her robs the expectant mother town of whose history he had consti- that
medicine that will so successfully carry
of oleasant anticioations. tuted a
women through this trying period as,
conspicuous part
Thousands of women have found the use of Mother's Friend robs
E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComT. S Glide, of San Francisco, Cal., Lydia
pound, made from native roots and
confinement of much pain and insures safety to life of mother and
Ben herbs.
child. This liniment is a God-sen- d
to women at the critical time. Not has presented the
For 80 years it has been curing
evolent
the
handsome
does
Mother's Friend carry women safely through the perils of
society
prize women from the worst forms of female
only
cnua-birt- h,
ram, which was to have been exhibit- ills Inflammation, ulceration, disbut it prepares
1
ed at the territorial fair at Albuquer- placements, fibroid tumors, irregular!,
1
the svstem for the comintf I
ties, periodic pains, backache, and
que, and the ladies are going to sell nervous
event, relieves "morning
disand
other
the animal to the highest bidder, the, If youprostration.
sickness,
would like special advice
at
.00.
by
ft
?old
drng?iBt
rnm fnrts book of valuable inform.
date of the sale to be announced about your case write a confiden
.
tlon mailed free.
to Mrs. nniiiam, at
within a day. or two. The ram was tial letter
Ttt2 B&ADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Mass. Her advice
i free,
Lynn,
Atlanta Ga.
shipped from California nearly three and always helpful.
.
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Carrier.

MUST NOT FAIL

'

wWt

:4

not fail to send its splendid

ex- -

if

agricultural products to. Chi
cago fiext month for
display at the
gafed Lands exposition to be held
10
tlif Coliseum under the auspices
taaj Chicago Tribune.
The; exhibit has been collat-tai- i
nnri
Is ol sufficient
proportions and qual
ity to make a most excellent showing,
ft ill be viewed by. thousands and
marveled at as an example of what
intelligent cultivation and intensive
faming will do In a semi-ari- d
region.
It will bring this city and county
before the eyes of thousands ' upon
thousand, who will view the- exhibit.
and in this way will advertise this sec
tion to the greatest possible advan
-

1 1.

j

'cUa-tane- e

i

ftmrt

tage.
The Commercial club should take
the matter up and push It. Already
1500 has been
raised by voluntary
subscription to defray the expense of
displaying the exhibit More money
is needed to pack It and
arrange for
its proper
display. But this is a secondary consideration.
The Santa Fe Railway has consented to transport the exhibit free of
charge, along with exhibits from other
towns and .counties in the
territory.
Therefore we should be willing to
do' ourt share towards
getting the
display to Chicago. A representative
should be sent along to see that the
exhibit is displayed, to answer
all

ffatcli Repairing
'J

f-

The repairing: of Watches is our specialty. f, .7
We are giving this department our most
caieful attention. Bring your time piece to
us to be repaired and be thereby assured of
"
satisfaction. All work guaranteed.
x

.
;

;

.

J. Taupert,

R.

Manufacturing:, Jeweler and Optician'

606

Douglas Ave. A. T.

A S.

F. Watch Inspector

Now is the Time to Choose

From Our

.

s Vegas and San Miguel bounty
ust

and these good roads are enabling far in' advance to permit of an ex:
them to haul their products to the tended campaign.
towns and railroad stations and to
The untimely death of the Minnesend their children to school. They sota governor .took out of the party
regard them as tWmost important of thi, man concerning whom long
'S $ 'J
?
s h
citiBens.
all aids to progress and ' prosperity.
prophecy, had. th? most to say
Many of these, pjonteergqy ttautbj. and opened the way for the Ohio govOF
PENSIONS
THE' PAYMENT
biles, and it. is no unusual sight to ernor.; Mr. Bryan's intentions are im
j
or Sundays, a ;
see, on Saturdays
he Is susFor the year ending June 30, 1909 dozen or more, motor cars of the perfectly understood, but
the"
same re
now
in
of
being
the government paid in pensions to latest designs in any of the towns pected
his fellow
towards
attitude
sponsive
soldiers of the Mexican, civil and of the older projects. It is interestman that he has maintained since
'
Spanish wars and their widows the ing to note that Uncle Sam has only 1896
and having now the same willing;
sum of $162,000,000, less BOme seven- fairly begun the building of roads in
- to
ness
undertake
responsibilities
ty thousand dollars. Six? years ago this newly developed country, and
manifested on three othhe
has
that
same
the sum paid for the
purpose that in a very few years the mileage
It is assumed that he
will be reckoned in thousands where er occasions.
was f 138,000,000.
to
hearken to any call
will
be
prompt
The pension appropriation is con it is now counted in hundreds."
issued.
be
which
may
The
are.
which
the
death
great benefits
being
stantly growing, although
this asrate among those who draw pensions accorded to the dwellers in the re If these suspicions and
excannot
we
'
be
Justified
sumption
claimed
lands from the good roads
is continually heavier, fifty thousand
will
observe
he
patiently
veterans passing away last year. The which Uncle Sam is building, could pect, that
invasion of the south by .Gov. Harincrease is due to new pension laws, be acquired in all other rural locali- the
mon.
particularly the McCumber act, also ties by private and public enterprise
known as the.., age law and the new in the construction of Just as good
widows' pension act, which gives all roads. It would be nice if Uncle Sam W. C. T. U. CONVENTION
HAS DAY OF PRAYER
widows of veterans a flat rate of $12 would take charge of all the good road
in the country.
he
But
building
to
this
is
the
addition
per month, .in
Omaha, Oct.. 21. The evangelistic
Item of increase of disabilities of ser- won't. The greater share of it will
have: to be done by each locality or work occupied the attention of the
who
were
vice origin among those
penstate and the Booner it is undertaken delegates to the W. C. T. U., conven
sioned under the original acts passed
these parts on a larger seals' the tion today, which was designated as
.in
immediately after the civil war.
better it will be for every, one.
a "day of prayer". The convention
old
Other' countries are adopting
proper opens tomorrow with an ad
age pensions, pensions for superanEARLY 8TART
THE
dress by. President Lillian M. N.
nuated government employes and the
Stevens.
hit
the
like. The United States
upon
William Jennings Bryan will be par- ol
in
idea
matter
the
pensions,
right
to extend to those Who bore arms for ;doned if he be found casting the eye F. Meredith Jones, of this city, who
of cold suspicion on Gov. Harmon of
it and defended It against its enemies,
has been visiting South America . m
Ohio. A year ago last June it was
the timber interests of the Santa Fe
recognition in the form of a pension, observed
with
considerable
by
regret
store
company, remembers his
paid from its abundant store, a
a faction of the democracy at once Railway
B. Schoonmaker with
was
made
Rodney
friend,
that,
possible only through
the services of the men who fought powerful and powerless that the late photographs of a dirt spreader, one
John A. Johnson of Minnesota had of the useful machines being employthe nation's battles.
been too late in beginning his dis- ed by the Isthmian canal commission
with Mr. Bryan for the demo- at San Pablo, Canal zone, Panama,
UNCLE SAM AS A ROAD BUILDER pute
t
cratic nomination.
also a photo of a steam shovel
in- work
was
Mr.
flat
When
found
cars,
Lidgerwood's
Bryan
loading
"Experts of many countries are
trenched in the affections of his par- Pedro Miguel, Canal zone, Panama,
marvelling at the great roads which
the united States government has ty, for the third time his opponents and one of the buildings at the quarconstructed and is now constructing lamented that Mr. Johnson had not antine station there.
on the reclamation projects in the started earlier and then shed a furfar western states and territories," tive tear and simulated a cheerful G. V. Sondergerd, of Denver, is a
says a writer in Van Norden's Maga- smile., Gov. Harmon's appearance in new salesman at the Boston clothing
zine for November. "More than GOO Dallas, Tex., with a speech on the house in the place of Robert Eckford,
miles of the most excellent highways tariff is accepted by the southern de- who has gone to Los Angeles to
that it is possible for man to pro- mocrats as an announcement, of his make a fortune in some line of
duce have been completed and are in presidential aspirations
sufficiently
daily use.
These, of course, do not
include the
All run down, easily tired, thin, pale,
leading to many
farms or the many other roads being
nervous? And do not know what to
take ? Then go direct to your doctor.
used for the time being until the ma
Ask his opinionof Ayer's
r
cadamized kind can be built.
Consult your doctor freely about medical matSarsaparilla. No alcohol, no stimu'The dry farmers have had good
ters. He knows. Trust him. Do as he says. lation. A blood purifier, a nerve tonic,
horses and vehicles since the reclaFollow his advice at all limes.
j&Xl&ii'. a strong alterative, an aid to digestion.
mation work began seven years ago,
,
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distribute
county.
The Optic urges
Is
immediate action on the part of the
Commercial club and public spirited
'
'
it

about
literature on this
ptic questions
The time
short

ESTABLISHES 1879.
T

THURSDAY,

FALL LINE

'

,

And what we ask you is only
a call to examine our goods and
prices.

Fair IsnVIt?
'

Our hat department id improved. You can
find any shape or style hat here. We just received two new styles in a wonderful array.

Prices, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 and $4.09

J. A. Taichert,

by-roa-

Thin?Pale?

..

East Las Vegas, N. M.
615 Lincoln Ave.

Next to,Vells.-Farg- o

Express Co.

,

Skirts

Stetson Hats

Men's Golf Shirts at 75c,
a great many stores would
ask $1.00 for them. These
come in a number of new
patterns, stripes, also blue

We have just received a
large shipment of these fa
mous Hats. First showing
with us-- . The stock is new
and the styles are the latest
$4.00 and $5.00 the same
stock and the same price as
you pay in the larger cities.

Chambray.

The Best

$1.00 Shirt

We show a very extensive
line of $1.00 Shirts, both in
cuffs attached or detached,
pattern you will often find in

the

Men's Underwear
4

A large and well selected
stock that will do justice to a
larger city. All kinds, all
prices, from 50c to $3.00 gar
ment, silk and wool. Union
Suits for regular or stout
Men, $1.25 to $3.00. See
:
window.

goods, the quality

$1.50

is excellent.
Fine Shirts at $1.25, $1.50,
$L75,$2.00, $2.50, "Emery"
brand.perfectfitting.the new
est color combinations, plea
ted or plain cuffs attached or
detached, here you will find
'
!i t assortment from
vhic. ' to select from. We
'
line of big Man's
arry
)
Shirt ,!so,

What Men and Boys Need in Furnishings
Every Want Filled With he Best Standard Makes of Shirts, Hats, Underwear,
Gloves, Hosiery, Neckwear, etc.

-

......
It

we know we can satisfy

matters not what your "furnishings tastes" may be

the goods."

i

i

'

'..,.

Men's Florslieim Shoes
it speaking tritely, we are in line with

""''.''

t

'

'

'i

The newest lasts, all leath
er and at the same price 'you

If it's Shirt or Ties you like the new ones in quite patterns, we are prepared for you or on the other hand yott like things
of brightness and decided color we are equally ready.

Hoe NecRwear
The constant demand ior
better JSsckwear is respon
sible for the large stock. We
lave to showTyc-- embracing
tie best silks, newest weaves,
and latest color combinations.
We' show "The Superba"

pay in Chicago. $4 and $5
for the same kind of shoes.
You don't believe it! Come
and see.

4

.

Then we offer a wide price range in Shirts good shirts for as little as 65c and better ones at short price steps until the best
e
are reached at $3.00. and every one is ample comfortable
strong and staunch in fabric and seam. Included in the
assortment you will find the famous Emery Shirt priced from $1.00 to $2.50.
well-mad-

weights and prices.

.

j

:

suits in all

Stately Coopers' garments in both Union and

And Among the Underwear there are only good makers.

:

We are sure no where else
will you find such an assortment, 15c to $1. 50 pair. Cotton, solid colors, fancy, black
tan of s,ilk and wool.

--

silt

the.

Stetson Hats

lus- -

non-wrinkab-

trois silk,
65c,75c and $1.00

at 60c,

This line of Headgear need hardly be talked about for the name Stetson stands for the best Hats made. Other Hats ,
r
,,'.'.. from $1.00 to $5.00.
.

Kayaers Baratheas,

:.iLde

50c, 65c, 75c.

and English '
sGuaT'is, at 1, 1.50 & $2.
Bats, llacl: or fancy
designs, 35c and 50c
Winrlcn!. Hows
A
hands clubs, at 25c.
a

4-i- n-

Everything for the Man and Boy and at prices that are moderately low. Below we quote' la few interesting specials.
'
.
advantage of them, every purchase money saved.
.

'
:

.

lLrCV

1

--

vi

June

v

STORE

THE

Ml A

ie

Usuallv,,75c and

:

Our Neckwear and Hosiery, too, are in large assortments and it will be to your advantage to fill your needs at this store.
Hosiery comes from the famous Hosiery manufacturers, Lord & Taylor. They are well known for their superiority.

Special
A special purchase enables
us to offer you an imported
ne, uedvy

;

mu
,

kd

e. Las Vegas,

21

.

.

.i

OF QUALITY

a

w

nr pun

i

ss

Men's Hosiery

The

BOYS'

CLOTEES

AND

FURNISH.

INGS.

Take
,v

'

A complete Department in
,
line: Suits, Hats.
Shirts, Shoes, Waists, Underwear. Gloves, and etc.
Everything the newest and
of dependable quality. We
show a Boys' Suit
pants at $3.50. A guaranteed absolutely all wool Suit.
pants, for $5.00.
every--
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party, which departed for Cherry valO.OO'O O
IIIGHTS
ley yesterday afternoon on an annual THESE COOL
duck hunt
1
C. D. Boucher, grand high prlestof
now
time
is
Remind
ltd
that
it
the Masonic order in New Mexico, is
methods daring ' the
to get ready for winter. ' 1
at' a meeting of the grand
present
years ot our
4 X,i'
chapter, Royal Arch Masons,' in Albu-- ;
v ii
4fc
;
dealings have proven
querque today, w
SURPLUS
IH
OAPtTAL
PAIO
A
trad!
BIG LINE
Mrs. M. N. Chaffln left this morn- WE ARE SHOWING
the wisdom of
OCO,CDOQQ
ing on the California limited for AlCWO.GGO.CQ
kg with lis. "While
A
asof
the
where
lodge
grand
busibuquerque,
working for a
(
sembly of the Eastern Star convenes
D. T. H08KIN8, Cashier.
J. M CUNNINGHAM, President
ness we have been
.
this evening.
F. B. JANUARY, Asst Cashier.
Vice
PRANK
President
SPRINGER,
working for a repuM M.' Sundt, the contractor
and
'0
tation; we have gainbuilder, returned here on a tight train
Tlrtoe
ed it and it vill be
from Fort Bayard, where he had been
i.
conhis
after
deal
government
Base-Burne- rs
looking'
upheld. Every
tracts.
with us is a satisfacWilliam H. Stapp and C. H. Spor-lede- r
IF YOU ARE IN NEED
$1.50
tory deal we gua- -.
returned this morning from Alrantee that.
of ready money the tresurer of our Savings Bank will advance
buquerque, where they had been at- BE SURE to see our line before pur'
it upon the proper vouoher. , ,
rtending the meeting of the Masonic chasing elsewhere.
Mexico.
New
WINTERS DRUG GO.
of
grand lodge
NO EXTRA CHARGE to set up
.'
Mrs. George Williamson and little
"r', THIS SAVINGS BANK
Stoves
bought from us.
Telephone Main 3
son, Kirk, of Janesville, Wis., are
inoourages thrift in the people by ineouraging deposits upon
the guests of Mrs. M. M. Padgett. Mrs.
BRIDGE STREET
which it pays interest. It has the benefit of able and judiWilliamson Is en route home, after
cious management and keeps its patrons posted on best investand
Comforts
Blankets
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
spending the summer in California.
ments. Be wise make a deposit.
Mrs. Henry Seellnger and- two chil.
in great array
PERSONALS
dren, Mrs. Geo. W. Tripp and Mrs.
T. B. Bowen departed this afternoon
bin size,
$2.48 for an
Silkolene COM.
OFFICE WITH
G. K. Burton departed today, going for Albuquerque, the ladles being del
1
FORT, worth 13.50.
egeates to the Eastern Star assembly.
north.
Na.tlorva.1
Alfredo Pacheco, a merchant
of 50c for the 85o Double Cotton,
George H. Klnkel la In Albuquerque
Blankets.
San Marclal, N. M., who was married
on Masonic lodge matters.
A. Lilly, jr., of Baltimore, Is paying in this city yesterday to Miss Juanita 65c for the $1.00 Heavy 10-- 4 Cotton
Martinez, departed this afternoon for
a business visit to the city.
Blankets, all colors.
SENSATIONAL DIVORCE
A. I Casstdy, ot San Francisco, Is home, accompanied by his bride.
Only at
on
business.
this
city
visiting
Mrs. Plowman and mother, who reThomas J. Walton drove across sided in this city in an
SU1TAJLAS CRUCES
early day,
Mora
from
yesterday.
MEANS
country
passed through here last evening, en
UU.VAUlUWTifi
W. B. Malone Is at the Central ho route from Pueblo, where the latter'a
Las Cruces, N. M., Oct. 21. The
tel from Tonopah, Nev.
son Is chief train dispatcher for the
sensational divorce case of James G.
J. J. Burke reached the city yes Santa Fe, to Long Beach, Cal., where
Opposite Y. M. C A.
Harden, of Albuquerque, plaintiff,
terday afternoon from Lamar, Colo,
the mother will become a patient In
fine
against his wife, Fannie Van Riper
line
E. E. Ford and Theodore Fertlg a sanitarium.
Darden, a case that has already atLOCAL
NEWS
Comforts
are here from St. Louis today.
tracted much attention in New Mexico,
Rev. S. Maglll, Presbyterian minis
F. W. Prior is a guest at Hotel Cas- - ter at
Nevs 'York and California, was
the
this
arrived
in
Raton,
city
A private funeral of little Clara
AT RIGHT PRICES
taneda from Hartford, Conn.
afternoon to attend a special meeting Winifred Grimm was held at 10 o'clock scheduled to come up in the district
D. L. Morrill came to the city from
of Santa Fe presbytery here this af- this morning from the parlors of J. court here yesterday before Judge F.
Kansas City last evening.
was
ternoon. Rev. Manuel Madrid Is also C. Johnsen & Son.
Interment was W. Parker. The case, however,at 10
R. B. Webb and Geoge von Sanderthis
until
morning
postponed
present from Mora and Rev. Gablno made at the Mt. Calvary cemetery.
gor register from Denver at Hotel La Rendon
from Santa Fe. The purpose Father A. Rabeyrolle conducted the o'clock.
Pension.
Mrs. Darden, who la a wealthy New
of
the
special gathering is to receive religious services.
Eugenlo Romero, of Mora, was at
York
woman, arrived here in a private
the Rawlinn house last night from a Dr. Jesse Moore, of Taos, Into mem
Douglas Ave.
car over the Santa Fe from El Paso n
J.
Chief
W.
has
Justice
Mills
of
the presbytery.
grant
bership
trip to the south.
Pass
from
the
state,
City
accompanied
of Wagon
Hon. Julian Chaves, of Hlllsboro, ed Mrs. Juanita Vigil,
J. C. Shankin, wife and baby, are
by Mrs. F. L. Kirby and companion,
at the "Eldorado hotel from Frankfort, Sierra county, who gained notoriety as Mound, a decree of divorce from her W. D. Van Vleck, K. Van Riper and P.
the! author of more freak bills in the husband, Ruben Vigil, awarding her J. Brltt and valet. It Is understood
Indiana; Ed Merron from Trinidad,
G. M. Jones has gone to Hffago'n last Aerritorial legislature than any possession of a minor child, also of the. defendant Is prepared to contest.
Mound, whence the MacArthur sheep" other lawmaker, and who also stirred all community property belonging to the case most vigorously and some In
on wail
up a small revolution in his home them in any part of the territory.
will be shipped tomorrow.
evidence is expects
highly
interesting
Bias Sanchez, of Wagon Mound, ar- town, when he secured the passage of
ed to be forthcoming in the trial.
Charles B. Bennett was sentenced
rived In town from Mora this after- a bill in the lower house changing
Darden, it is said, was married to
theVounty seat from Hlllsboro to to eight days on thp streets this morn- the defendant, October 29, 1907, in
noon and went over to Santa"FS.
;
.
v
DON'T FAIL TQ SEE THE UMg
George N. Hale, C. W. HaleTTa. C. Cutter, was in the city yesterday. He ing by Judge D. R. Murray, on a New;Xork, having met her at a thea
O'Nell and H. P. Giberson arrived came here' to place a son In the Nor charge of vagrancy. A woman whowas ter. "Mrs. Van Riper then had apart
last night for also placed in the cooler, charged ments at the Marie Antoinette bote)
hero from Denver on No. 7 last even- mal university, and left
"
'
on room complete
quote you
'.
with drunkenness, was released this in
home.
Castaneda.
at
the
ing, registering
Gotham, , She was a lonely widow,
on
the
of
.ranch
be
morning
good
promise
S. R. Mannlne. an extensive
hanging.
so the story goes, and alleges that her
havior Jn the future.
Cold Weather Advice
man and stockraiser of Colfax county,
suitor pictured the beauties of New
was ticketed from Raton to El Taso to all is to beware ot coughs and
Mexico, its grand mountains, and heifers,, $2.0005.40; calves, $7,000
colds on the chest; as neglected they
Andy Welst, of Cuervo, reported green
on No. 9 last night
valleys, its turquoise sky and 9.50.
R. B. Wells, the Bull Durham to- readiiy lead to pneumonia, consump over the phone today that a heavy perpetual sunshine, and the
Hogs, 15,000; 5 higher.
Light.
wedding
Are You Looking
bacco representative, Is In the city tion or other pulmonary troubles. storm of rain, 'snow and wind struck soon came as the culmination of the $7.1007.70; mixed, $7.3007.85; heavy.
as
soon
as
Cabra
the
adverJust
the
ranch
tobacco
and.
appears
Sptlngs
Monday
cough
again, distributing
romance.
$7.257.90; rough, $7.2507.45; good
FOB A
treat, it with Ballard's Horehound Sy night The wind swept over the
tising In general for his firm.
What followed is something upon choice heavy, $7.4509.90; pigs, $5.25
cure of America.
the
standard
rup,
a
terrific
ste
at
Koog-leand
scattered
Will
plains
and
John
Albert Dearth,
7.10; bulk sales, $7.50 07.80.
Use as directed perfectly harmless.
which plaintiff and defendant appea
Room or
No
have gone to the vicinity of Beu-la- A cure and preventive for all diseas live stock in all directions.
Native,
Sheep, 25,000; steady.
to differ widely. In his petition Darserious
Is
60e
'
es
of
hunt
Price
on
a
and
25c,
damage
the lungs.
on the upper Sapello,
reported.
western,
$2.6004.85;
den alleges desertion, claiming his $2.40 04.80;
.'
$1.00 per bottle. Sold by Center Block
There are two ways of finding
, aftsr deer and other large game.
lambs,
$4.4005.35;
yearlings,
native,
New
him
to
with
wife
in
live
refused
Depot Drug Co.
f a suitable place. One is to spend tThere was an almost unprecedent Mexico. In her cross action the de $4.2507.20; western, $4.50 07.10.
Mrs. N." H. Cramer, wife of the railf a lot of time and car fare hunting rfi .
ed rush to reserve seats for "Mile fendant sets forth that her .husband
road conductor, Is In the city from
All Aboard for Harvey's!
f all over town for It The other
Mischief" when the same were placed would not let her live in
their pineapple plantation near Fort
Kansas
Livestock
City
Albuquerque.
out Saturday morn- on
goes
Carriage
and by far the easiest way is to 4i
sale this morning at both the
Pierce, Florida, on a visit to him.
Kansas City, Oct. 21. Cattle, 8,000, f
declaring that he said, 'The men in
ing, returns following Friday. Leave
have the room or residence
and
Schaefer drug stores Albuquerque are all gamblers and the Including 1,000 southerns; steady. Na
Charles Ilfeld, who attended the orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown Murphey
"come to you" a Want Ad in
and
the
if
demand
Albuthen
the
in
to
Taft
no
fit tive steers,
keeps up,
President
$4.50 0 8.50;
southern
women are no better. It is
banquet
Trading Co's.
4- The Optic will do it
"standing room only" sign will be place for you, and besides the alti steers, $3.0004.60; southern cows, f
querque and did himself proud, reachout
afterby1
ed home from that city this
Manager Duncan by Sat tude is too high." Mrs. Darden asks $2.7504.00; native cows and heifers,
Madam Mace, clairvoyant, will be hung
4;- noon.
will for, a separation and all her money $2.2005.25;
stockers and feeders,
at 717 Fifth street until November 8. urday. Las Vegas theater-goer- s
Mrs. George Hope, sr., arrived here Readings daily on all affairs of life. see some of the finest attractions this back, including one sum placed at $3.0005.20; bulls, $2.75 03.75;' calves,
Be sure of your aim before at-from Jefferson City, Mo., this after- Can assist people in trouble through year in the history of the Duncan $30,000. The plaintiff claims that $3.75 07.50; western steers, $3,600
noon on a visit to Mr. and Mrs. O. E. knowledge of Individual magnetized opera house, if It patronizes this high this money was a free gift to him $5.35; western cows, $2.7504.25. '
tempting to slap a mosquito.
class attraction liberally. The pat from his wife, and that she prom
Hogs. 9,000; 5 to 10 higher. Bu!
Burch, she being the mother of the colors and oriental chemistry.
;
a
balance
ised
to
moreover,
sales,
accorded
him,
$7.3007.60; heavy, $7.6007.65;
Corlnne
next Tues
latter.
ronage
give
and butchers, $7.47.v5;
witnesses
of
packers
will
as
$100,000.
be
a
taken
criterion
Albuquerque
day
night
Fall
W.
are
colds
cured
Fo
master
a
of
Ward,
quickly
George
by
past
the Masonic order in the territory, ley's Honey and Tar, the great throat by the Shuberts and upon it will de summoned in the case are Col. D. K. light, $7.00 07.50; pigs, $6.00 06.75.
Muttons.
Sheep, 7,000;
steady.
returned on an early morning train and lung remedy. The genuine con- pend the bringing of "The RIngmas 13. Sellers, Al Frost, D. S. Rosenwald
$4.0004.75; lambs, $5.75 07.25; range
from Albuquerque and left this after- tains no harmful drugs. O. G. Schae-fe- r ter" and other equally fine shows and Charles Chadwlck
wethers, yearlings, $4.2505.25; range
noon for Shoemaker to Join a hunting
here during this winter.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
ewes, $3.0004.40.
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MORE BEDDING
We have a
large
and Blankets

of

Will Tou let up Shqw You?

J.

,

C. JOHNSEN

SON

623

B!G REDUCTION

paper, as must reduce our stock

prices
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LamiiOi Go

'

Lotus
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prices
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Fresh Fish

Just in from

HARKETREPflBTS.

A hat full of coal lasts all night
in COLE'S HOT BLAST
That is a tremendous fact for users of
heaters.

Your fire is never

out!

hat full of coal
in a Cole's Hot Blast burns all night, and in the
morning instead of building the fire, shivering in a
chilled room and waiting for the fire to heat up,
yon open a draft only.
And there is fuel enough left to warm up
A

the most sweeping statement vcr
put behind a heater, and it puts us
in the lead of all stove dealers.
Let us show you this' remarkable
heater this clean stove this continuous fire holder this expense
cutter this beauty.

lead

1--

51.

21. Prime paper,
Mexican dollars, 43; call
money firm, 4i-z- ;
Amalgamate
New York
$83
Atchison, $121
Southern Pacific,
Central, $135
' Steel,
$130; "Union Pacific, $203
$127
$90
Steel, preferred,
1--

1--

Cole's Hot Blast

3--

$10 Up

Burns Any Fuel Soft Coal, llard Coal, Wood or Cobs.

F.?X GEHRING, Douglas Avenue.

3--

6--

Chicago Provisions
Chicago, Oct. 21. Wheat, December,
$1,04

May,

5--

.

$1.04

7--

December,

3--

1--

v

1--

Shows Top

Draft

burning the OAS
half of soft "coal

Phone Vegas 450

THE
HYGEIA IGE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES:
" "

lbs or more
each. delivery
2,000
.
1 AAA 1 ArtA ,
I"

1

i.,UW lO 4,UUU IDS.

200 to 1,000 lbs.
50 to 200 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs.

M

"

"
"

20c per hundred
JUC

40c
.

" '

50c
75c

CRYSTAL ICE CO.,
..

- McGuire & Vebb
Phone Main 227

1--

1--

7--

Star Meat liiarfeet

Corn,

69
October,
May 42
Oats, December, 39
Pork, October, $23.35; January, $18.60.
Lard, October, $12.60; .November,
$11.97
Ribs, October, tll.25;
4
January , $9 2
69

f

8

New York Metal
New York, Oct. 21. Copper weak,

New York, Oct.

JZ,.

California

at a

St. Louis. Oct 21. Wool firm. Ter
ritorial western mediums, 2429; fine
The average girl thinks she could
mediums, 2226; fine, 14020.
die for the hero in a novel.

55

lf

.516-51-

St. Louis Wool

standard snot. $12.2012.S7
sliver.
teady $4.321-24.4-

nicely.
s
Take note that .this heater burns
We not only say this. We guarantee it, and soft coal, hard coal,
wood,
oar word is backed by the largest manufacturer slack, lignite or cobs and we
'
'
of soft coal heaters in America.
v;
guarantee it against any heater,
We
a savins; in fuel of a third. size for size, at twice or three times
This is a conservative' guarantee. - Tou really save its price.
one-hato 60 per cent of your winter's fuel bill by
Ours is the Original Cole's Hot
using this stove.
jBlast, with the name Cole's on the
la fact, our guarantee on Cole's Hot Blast is Teed door.

.

The spirits- fail to materialize
temperance seance. .;
-

'

'i

A. H. Reingrueber Brewing Co.
of Lls Vegas.

' 11,000, J . i Fe

are now making the finest beer in the Southwest. '
weak and shade lower.- Beeves. $3.85 home industry and telephone your orders to us for either ke
All
Texas steers, $3.75(4.80; t.oome
7.65;
Deer.
"Chicago,

Oct.

Cattle

21.

-

western steers, $4.0007.25; stackers
and feeders, $3.00(35.10; cows and

PHONE MAIN 67

or

nx
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Adventure of a
Sunfish

1

BOSS PATE

"The aggravating independence of
black bass in Sand pond up our.
the
MAKES INROADS ON
"
Thomas James Ham,
U. S. PENSION ROLLS way said Hon.
, "is exeditor of the Citizen at H
ceeded only by the cool impudence of'
Washington,, Oct 21. Death's in the pickerel in those waters, unless it
Will
vasion of the fast thinning ranks of may be" by the tenacity of life of thin
war veterans caused 48,312 names to sunflsh. Judging from a little Jonah
of play by one
be dropped from the pension rolls and the whale sort
of those pickerel and a Sand pond
of the United States last year. Of
sunflsh that I witnessed, I don't know
this number 32.831 were survivors of but what the sunflsh is entitled to
the civil war. The total loss to the ranking place.
"In company with a friend, I had
pension roll from all causes was 51,- gone to Sand pond with the intention
.
581..
with a few of those
In striking contrast to these fig of coming home
aggravatingly independent black bass.
ures, comprised in the annual report We depended on catching' our live
of Vespasian Warner, commissioner bait from the schools of minnows in
of pensions, is the statement that the the outlet of the pond.
..
"Fishing with tiny minnow hooks
government paid out in pensions in
the fiscal year, ending June 30, 1909, tied to black linen thread for lines,
ur pail with
we had nearly filled
$161,973,703, which the commissioner; bait when my companion hooked a
declares is the largest amount ever sunflsh. As he was drawing it slowly
NOTICE
disbursed for pensions in one year.
in a large pickerel darted out from
weeds
the
thick
somewhere
of
among
.Territorial Engineer.
the
Department
shows
Summarized,
report
First publication Oct, 21, 1909.
these facts: Number of pensioners at the margin of the outlet and made
a
strike at the sunflsh just as
Last publication Nov. 11, 1909. '
at the beginning of the year. 951,687; it vicious
was pulled out
Fe, New Mexico, Oct 11,
number of new pensioners, added to
Santa.
"The splash of the big fish's tail as
the roll, 46,088; pensioners on roll it turned after its unsuccessful strike 1909.
at close of the year 946,194, a net threw the water almost into the boat Notice is nercby given that on the
decrease of 5,493. Survivors of the The sunflsh was quickly dropped back 6th day of August 1909, in accordinto the pond, we both being curious ance with Section
26, Irrigation Law
civil war on the roll now number to see
if the pickerel would have
593,961.
the audacity to make another rush of 1907, J. D., Hand, of Las Alamos,
Northoaatorn Now Mexico's Boa t Ha wspapor
Warner
Commissioner
County of San Miguel, Territory of
.
explains for it.
New Mexico, made application to the
had
little
fish
"The
in
increase
the
amount
gone
that
scarcely
the
paid
v.
out for pensions was due principally two feet from the boat with the hook Territorial Engineer of New Mexico
to the large number of pensioners in its upper jaw, when the pickerel for a permit to appropriate from the
promptly showed that it had all its
of
placed on the roll under the act of impudence with it It shot from its Public Waters of the Territory
;
Feb. 6, 1907, granting ?12, $15, and lair among the tiny pads, where it New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
with had disappeared, and seized the sun
$20, to survivors of the war
WANTED Competent female cook at FOR RENT Furnished room.
.... .I
.V
....
All Mexico and the civil war, on reach flsh.
from Mora river and Coyote creek,
St Anthony's sanitarium.
modem conveniences;
$10
"The momentum of this second dash at points Mora river: when cor. of
per
of 62, 70 and 75 respectmonth; on car line. Address G. A., ing the ages
carried the 'pickerel ahead with the Sees. 20,
21, 28, 29 T. 20 N. R. 16 E.,
ively.
care Optic.
WANTED Furnished .house by Miss
sunflsh in its Jaw three or four feet
42 degrees 30 min., W. BOO
N.
bears
There it stopped in plain sight of
Bryan, teacher in Castle school, and
'
FOR
Nice
RENT
creek:- - when the N. W.
front
or
be
room,'
Catarrh
Cannot
Cured
us
made
Coyote
ft,
its
and
prepara
her parents. Phone C D. Boucher's
deliberately
double ' room. Either light house- with LOCAL
its prey, giving us Cor. Sec. 15, T. 20 N.R. 16 E. brs, B.
for
tions
as
gorging
APPLICATIONS,
residence.
keeping or room with board. In-- , they cannot reach the seat of the dis- purposely, I verily believe, an exhibi- 600
ft dlst, by means of diversion
quire across from court house.
ease. Catarrh is a blood or constitu- tion of its processes as well as of its and
WANTED Table boarders
712
at
and 200 cu. ft per sec. is
storage,
tional disease, and in order to cure It utter disregard for our presence.:
Fifth street Phone Purple 5112. FOR RENT
to twps. 18 N. rga. 16,
to
be
furnished room, you must take internal
conveyed
Finely
sunremedies.
the
had
seized
"The
Meals 25 cents. Furnished rooms.
bath, furnace heat. Close in. Gen- Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal- fish tail pickerel
&
17
E.
18
T. 19 N. R. 17 E. by
and
first, but by a series of quick,
tleman only. Inquire Optic.
ly, and acts directly on the blood and jerky movements of its big jaws it means of ditches, canals, reservoirs,
WANTED To rent a typewriter. Unmucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure turned the sunfish until its head was etc., and there used for auxiliary supderwood preferred. Address Optic. FOR RENT Two or three light house- is notf a
quack medicine. It was pre where its tail had been. ' Then the
acres.
keeping rooms. Apply 920 Gallinas scribed by one of the best physicians pickerel gave a gulp 'or two, and the ply for 14,000
MEN
who may oppose the
LEARN BARBER TRADE
All
persons
in this country for years and is a sunflsh
avenue.
disappeared somewhere in the
Short time
regular prescription. It is composed depths of the big and impudent fish.
required; graduates
granting of the above application
earn f 12 to $30 week . Moler Bar- FOR RENT Store room, No. 618 of the best tonics known, combined
"The sunflsh seemed to be about must file their objections, substanSixth street. Inquire W. B. Bunker. with the best blood purifiers, acting three Inches long. After swallowing tiated
ber college, Los Angeles.
,
by affidavits (properly backed)
mucous
The
on
surfaces.
the
directly
Its
the picker! remained motion- with the Territorial Engineer on or
perfect combination of the two ingre lessprey
a few seconds, as If gloating over before four weeks from date of last
dients is what produces such wonderful results In curing catarrh. Send its captive and illustrating its conhereof.
"
tempt for our presence. Then It publication
for testimonials free.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN.
FOR SALE 1 eight-foo- t
windmill LOST Gold brooch with small dia
turned and started for deep water.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.
mond set. Finder return, to Mrs.
"The-ho- ok
'
with
tower. 1
was fast in the sunflsh,
Territorial Engineer.
'.: Toledo; Ohiar '
x
and the sunfish was a foot or so down
Nahm, 1019 Douglas and receive
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
boiler. Perry Onion.
Take Hall's" Family Pills for consti- in the pickerel's interior, and we could
reward.
NOTICE
"'.
see no way in which the pickerel
pation,
Department of Territorial Engineer,
FOR SALE At a sacrifice, new housecould reach the point it had started
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 11, 1909
In the matter of singing some voic
Owner leaving
hold furniture.
Notice is hereby given that on the
If a man had the sense to adnflt for unless it gave back, the hook and
town. Apply 831 R. R. avenue.
es will fill a room and some - will
when he is wrong he could learn to the fish, took them and the boat along 7th day of October, 1909, in accord
with it, or gave itself up to the fish ance with Section 26, Irrigation Law
empty it
more often right.
be
FOR SALE Pure bred poultry, Black
erman. The first we bejieved quite of 1907, The Board of Trustees of
The second we had our the Town of Las Vegas of Las Vegas,
impossible.
Langshang, White Leghorn, Barred
The Best Plaster
Woman Will be Interested.
The third we hoped County of San Miguel, Territory of
doubts
about
Every
in
to
suit
Rocks,
Quantities
purchasA piece of flannel damoened with
New Mexico, made application to the
.'
"
for.
name
and
ad:
will
send
If you
your
er. Inquire Brown Trading Co., Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on
New Mexico
drew
taut
the
line
the
"When
pick territorial engineer of
to the affected parts is superior to dress we will mail you FREE a pack
Phone Main 85.
for the first time for a permit to appropriate from the
to
erel
be
seemed
any plaster. When troubled with age of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN- aware
that it had got itself into a Public Waters of the Territory r ot
FOR SALE All wool portieres, never lame back or pains in the' side or LEAF, a certain, pleasant herb cure situation that might make trouble New Mexico.
a
cerchest
it trial and you are
Such appropriation is to be made
used; blankets . and comfortables. tain, togive
be more than pleased with for women's ills. It is u reliable reg Cor it, and for a time it seemed that from Gallinas, Sapellq rivers, Pecos
712 Fifth street
fish
now
never-fallinhave
and
disturbed
had
the.
If
big
you
the prompt relief which it affords. ulator and
arroyo and Sanguljueia creeK ann
This liniment also relieves rheumatic
in the back, urinary, bladder or some intention of taking the boat and tributaries, at points 7 Location of
FOR SALE Stamping done and art pains and is certain to please any pains
un us along with it after all. The linen point of diversion:
needlework materials. 712 Fifth one suffering from that disease. Sold kidney trouble, use this pleasant
line was small, but very stout but as
(a) Gallinas Inlet Canal Initial
and
roots
on
of
aromatic herbs,
street
by all dealers.
wire snells are not regarded as any Point bears South 52 degrees 10 min
leaves. Ail druggists sell it 50 cents. too formidable tackle to have next to utes East 1,290 ft. distant from North
FOR SALE
Legal blaika of all e
The truth may be migthy, but a lie or address,, The Mother Gray Co., Le a pickerel when he takes the hook. West Corner Section 5 in Township
the prospects for the line holding out 16 North of Range 16 East N. M. P.
ecrlptlon. Notary seals and rscorii will travel faster.)
Roy,. N. M.
was
At the Optic office.
against that big fellow until-he(b) Romeroville ditch, point of di
were by no means assur
captured
con
to
in
waste
time
"
Don't
trying
If people with symptoms of kidney
version is same as Gallinas Inlet
ing.
or bladder trouble could realize their vince a farm laborer that there is
Canat..
"My friend and I understood pretty
Inlet Canal Initial
( t v Sanello
danger they would without loss of anything romantic about farming.
of
well
and
the
handling
light
tackle,
time commence taking ' Foley's Kid-- '
bears South 30 'degrees West
Point
if
had
in
the
retain
pickerel
persisted
STAMPING done for art embroid- ney Remedy. This
1,450 ft distant from North East
great remedy
ing the sunfish and in his efforts to kid. Corner Section 28 In Township 18
Both Boys Saved
.i:
ery. New designs .... for holidays. stops the pain and the irregularities,
712 Fifth street
Louis Boon, a leading merchant of nap the boat and us he certainly would North of Range 16 East N. M. P. M
strengthens and .builds .up these or
fd) Trout Serines Reservoir Dam
gans and there is no danger of. Norway, Mich, writes: "Three bottles have been our meat. For two or
electric scalp massag- Bright's disease or other " serious dis- of Foley's Honey and Tar absolutely three minutes the big, strong fish was Initial point bears N. 51 degrees W.
SHAMPOOING
disregard the early cured my boy of a severe cough, and so handled that the slight minnow line 4420 ft. from S. E. Cor. Sec. 34, T. 17
ing or mechano therapeutic treat- order. Do not
ments. Call on Mrs. Dr." Griest symptoms. O. G. Schaefer and Red a neighbor's boy, who was so ill with defied his attempts to snap it in two, N.; RY 15 E.'-- .;-'Cross Drug Co.
a cold that the doctors gave him up, and he was hauled from the water and (e) Waters of Pecos Arroyo and
Phono Vegas 85, 1017 7th street
was cured by taking Foley's Honey almost landed.
Sanguljueia creek are taken directly
and Tar." Nothing else Is as safe
"At that critical moment in the pick into Sanguljueia reservoir.
and certain in results. O. G. Schaefer erel's fight he must have concluded
(f) Initial point of East Outlet
reservoir
10 Payment Life.
Canal from Sanguij lei
and Bed Cross Drug Co.
, Illustrated Settlement
that it was better for him to give up bears
North 16 degrees SO ln'n'ites
his breakfast rather than lose for
4,090 ft. from South East Cor
'The great trouble with a good ever the opportunity for getting an West
34 in Township 17 North
Section
ner
many' people who act according to other, for he set his internal arrange of Range 16 East N. M. P. Mi v
ments to work disgorging the sun
their lights is the bad illumination.
(g) Initial point s of West Outlet
fish, dropped back into the water, and Canal from Saagnijuola
reservoir
went his way.
commences at. same point1'
.,.. Slightly Colder With Snow
"The sunflsh, still fast to the hook,
(h) Initial point of outlet canal
When you see that kind of a weath had run the gauntlet of the pickerel'; from Sapello reservoir bears South
er forecast you know that rheumatism spiked jaws and had been a , good 10 degrees 3 minutes West 2,376 ft
BH. ROBISON, President
weather is at hand. Get ready for while in its stomach. Such an expe- from North East Corner Section 11
Omaha, Nebraska, U.S.
it now by getting a bottle of Ballard's rience, it would seem, should have in Township 17 North of Range 16
Snow Liniment Finest thing made been
by means of diversion and storenough to satisfy the ambition East,and
for. rheumatism, chilblains, frost bite,
115 cu, ft per sec. or 80,000
age
Lindsay, Neb., June, 8, 1909.
we
So
fish.'
of
any ordinary
thought ao. ft. is to be conveyed
sore and stiff joints and muscles, all
to T.
17,
we
rate
when
released
at
it from 16, 16, N. R. 16 E.; T. 15 and 18,
any
16 N.
aches and pains. 25c, 50c and f 1.00
THE BANKERS RESERVE LIFE CO.
a bottle. Sold by. Center Block De- the hook and tossed Into ; the water, R. 17 E. and,T. 17 N. by means of
as we supposed, dead.
Omaha, Nebr.
ditches and reservoirs R. 15 E. and
pot Drug Co.
"Well, this fish wasn't an ordinary there used for irrigation and domesKindly continue my Policy No. 1509 issued May 9, 189'9,
A thing of duty is seldom a joy for- - fish. It was a Sand pond fish, and tic use.
I desire to
wasn't so easily satisfied as all that
All 'persons who may oppose the
on my life as a paid up policy with loan privilege.
It lay on the water r'Btift and motion granting of the above application
state that the settlement on this policy exceeds my expectation,
less and badly scared for a few sec must file their objections, substanthe surplus being: in excess of estimate given when policy was
i
simply deveU onds, and then began to shiver and tiated by affidavits (properly backDryin8f preparations the
eeurations, wriggle about Presently it dived be- ed), with the Territorial Engineer on
written.
op dry catarrh i'they dry up
adhere to the membrane and decom. neath the surface, swimming strong, or before four weeks from date of
which
This has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assesspoee, causing a far more, serious trouble but like a cripple.
It was quickly sur- last publication hereof.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN
mm G3
.
than the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid rounded by scores of full grown sun
ment" I have.
Territorial Engineer.
all drying inhalants, fumes, smokes and
Joseph H. Engelka.
,
the
escorted
which
wounded
lit
nmiffa and use that which cleanses, soothes flsh,
:
'and beala. Ely's Cream Balm will master tle fellow tenderly away until they
THE SURPLUS EARNED EXCEEDED THE ESTIMATE
A widow is always willing to learn
catarrh or cold in the head eaany ana were hidden among the rushes.
"
a' man who can't teach her.
. "We got quite a few of those
from
cent
50
sell
the
All
agInformation
druggists
pleasantly.
Write
For Rates and
size. Ely Brothers, 66 Warren Street, gravatingly independent black bass,
'
Nnw York,
before we left the pond."
For Chapped Skin
The Balm is Used without pain, does not
Chapped skin whether on the hands
irritate or cause sneezing. It spreads itself
Steam Power.
World's
or face may be cured in one night by
over an irritated and angry surface, reliev
The steam power in use in the applying Champerlaln's Salve. It is alNew Mexico and Arizona
ing immediately the painful inflammation.
is estimated at 120,000.-00- so unequaled for sore nipples, burns
world
EastJJLasJVegas, N. M.
Pioneer Building
Ely's Cream Balm contains no cocaine.
horse power.
and calds. For sale by all dealers,
mercury nor outer aarnum utukj.
DEATH

And You

"

No longer heeds vindication
from us or anybody else. All

to apply it according to your
business and its needs.
As an auxiliary to. your
business the "Optic" is without a peer in this community when advertising is being
considered:

THE

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

..'--'-

.

.

For Rent

'

;

-

Lost

For Sato

LAS VEGAS

.

,

40-fo-

:

'

,

-

"

,

,

'

Miscellaneous

;

AUTO LINE

,:

.

Reserve
jankers
Life Comp any

TBfte

.

.

.

'

,

--

V

1

.

fi. C. lielley,

Manager

.

y

v..
1.'
...

,
:.

Rosa auto 4
The Las Vegas-Sant- a
mail, express and passenger line
The auto
is now in operation.
makes the round trip between
Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three
times a ' week, Mondasi Wed- nesdays and Fridays.
The auto leaves Murphey'a drug
4 store at 7 a. m., visits both post- offices and leaves Winters' drug
store on the West side for Santa
Rosa. . Tickets can be purchased.
at either Murphey'g or Winter
drug stores.
4 The round trip fare is $11; one
way $6. Each passenger Is al- 4 lowed to carry not to exceed 25
pounds of baggage. Express pack- 4 ages are also bandied and can be
left at either of the drug stores
mentioned.

f

- NOTICE

FOR

.

PUBLICATION

(Not Coal Land)
Department of "the Interior, U. 8.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept
20, 1909.

,j

Notice is hereby given that Jose B.
Medina, of Gonzales, San Miguel county, N. M., who, onj February 5, 1903,
made Homestead, Entry No. 7423 for
E 2 SB 4 of Section 10 and E 2
NE 4 qf Section 15, Twp. 17 North,
Range 23 East, N. M. P. Meridian,
has lied notice of intention to make
final five year proof, to esabllsh claim
to the land above described, before
Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court commissioner, at Las Vegas, N. M. On
the 16th day of November, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:.
Ascension Salazar, Julian Salazar,
Jose Teodoro Gonzales, Benlgno Romero, all of Gonzales, N. M,
1--

;

1--

MANUEL

.

R. OTERO,

Register.'
NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

(Not Coal Land)
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M, Sept
'
20

1909.'

Notice is hereby given that Ascension Salazar, of Gonzales, San Miguel
county, N. M, who, on March 12, 1903,
made Homestead Entry No. 7451, for
W 2 SW 4 of Section 11 and N 2
NW
of Section 14, Twp. 17 North,
Range 23 East, N. M. P., Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court
commissioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on
the 16th day of November, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose B. Medina, Benlgno Romero,
Julian Salazar. Jose Teodoro Gonzales,
"
au of Gonzales, N. M.
1--

4

MANUEL

R. OTERO,

Register.

,

"A

SANTA ROSA

.

Phono r.lsin 2

Help Wanted, Etc.

Always Have

BOSS BREAD

that is necessary is for you

1

LOUR i

,

'

The only reason-som- e
men are not,
gluttons Is because they are dyspep- ticsr
The

Bed-Roc- k

of Success

,

lies in a keen, clear brain, backed by
indomitable, will and resistless energy.
Such power comes from the splendid
health that Dr. King's New Life Pilla

Impart They vitalize every organ
and build up brain and body. J. A.
Harmon, Liaemore, W. Vs., writes:
"They are the best pills I ever used."
25c at all druggists. , .

Marriage is a lottery in which the
winner takes no chances.
Never Worry
about a cough there's no need of
worry if you will treat it at Its first
appearance with Ballard's Horehound
Syrup. It will stop the cough at once
and put your lungs and throat back
into perfectly healthy condition. Sold
by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
e
man had pretty
Many a
poor material to begin with.
self-mad-

:

C. R, Kluger, the Jeweler, 1060 Virginia Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
'I was so weak from kidney trouble
that I could hardly walk a hundred
feet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney
Remedy cleared my complexion, cured my backache and the irregularities
disappeared, and I can now attend to
business every day and ,recommend
Foley's Kidney 'Remedy to all sufferers, as It cured me after the doctors
and other remedies had failed." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Dtug Co.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

THE LOOBY
THE BEST

0 ESTAU R A NT A t J D CilFE

Short 'Orders and Regular Dinner
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

"

THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

21, 1909

tSVEN

As regards laying floors, though, I
kinder think I'd rather have them
Harper's Weekly.

ABSOSBLtTS

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE-

"Do you remenfber the first dollar
;
;
you ever earned, Sam?'
to "Deed I does, boss ; ' my wife guv

HANDLED

Tm

--

SAM. AND tEE SHUBERT-

26

-

(Inc.)
"Would you," he- asked, "care
.
PRESENT
live to be, a hundred years old?"
it t' me." Yonkers Statesman.
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
"Not If anybody knew It," she re
U
Every visitor at the new capitol at
plied.
Harrisburg, Pa who. gets as far as
CHAPMAN LODGE NO 2, A. F. & A.
PHY8ICIAN8
Going up to hear that lecture on the registration room Is expected to
N
M.
Regular com'
appendicitis today?"
.write his name m a big book, togeth- DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
municatlon first and
Naw, I'm tired of these organ re- - er with his birthplace and present
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
citals." Cornell Widow.
'residence. Not long ago, when a
eacu nioniu. visiung Office, Chafin's Livery Stable, Phone
ctowd of excursionists
visited the
He--Is
brothers "cordially
this, a permanent engage- - ground8 and buildings, a stout girl
Main 1.
ment?
invited. Geo. H. Klnkel, W. M., Chas
Calls answered day or night
started to register.
,
H. Sporleder, Secretary.
SheI hope not I should like toj she pauBedi penv pojsed In air, and
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
get marrlea some time. ttoston Tran- called for an elderly lady, comfort- 4
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2,
'
script
ably seated In a Islg chair, "Mom,
DENTIST
Knights Templar. Regular
veer vas I borned at?"
'
Mrs. Harlem Mr. Bronx has at last
Has
4jt conclave second Tuesday in Suite 4, Crockett Building.
'Vat you vant to know dat for?"
each month at Masonic
phones at office and residence.
got his. daughters off his hands.
"Dls man vants to put it In der big
j " 7:30
A
3
Mr. tiariem xes; but be nasnt
John S. Clark,
'
p. m.
Temple,
book."
m
R.
F.
LORD.
DENTIST
K. ft, Charles Tammet Recorder.
got their husbands on their feet yet
A
BOOK
BY
KRA.ATZ
VON
MTJSIC
BY
STERKV
"Ach" answered the mother, "you
SYDNEY ROSEN.
Judge.
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.)
FELD. MUSICAL NUMBERS BY NED WAYBURN
know veil enough in der old stone
LAS, VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROT
;',
al Arch Masons.
Regular Office Pioneer Building, jver Grand Each day your way the postman house." Troy Times.
'
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
SONG HITS
convocation first Monday In
floats .
Masonic
57.
Main
each month at
'Veri)yTMefily"
ECZEMA CURABLE1
"The ArmTdorps"'
.,
Our minds with hope he fills.
"To the Regiment We'll Go" "Sweethearts"
Temple, 7:30 n. m. M. R.
PROOF NOW AT 25c!
A few get checks or friendly notes.
Ladies Beware" aud 15 others
Williams. H. P., Chas. H.
ATTORN EY8
But most of us get bills.
Spor.eder, Secretary.
' .
.
Oil
of
Com.
the
T.ry
Wintergreen
Washington Star.
GEORGE H. HUNKER
CATCH "CORINNE'S COMELY CHORUS
pound Itch Is Instantly Relieved
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
Attorney at Law
The Candidate (making house-to- 60 People i i Qrigmaf Casino Production
It is usually very costly to consult
Knights of Pythias Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New house calls before the
meet every Monday
Mexico.
Er I've come to Bolicit your support a specialist in any disease, but for 25
50. $1
evening in Castle
The Exuberant Elector That 'sh cents, on a special offer, we can now
Hall, Visiting Knights
are cordially invited.
funny. I wash on point of askln' you give to those suffering from eczema
, GEORGE
E. MORRI80N
or any form of skin disease absolutely
I. P. HAVENS
to gimme yours. Sketch.
Chancellor Command
j instant
relief, with prospect of an
Civil Engineer and Surveyor '
er.
C. M. BERNHARD,
The One- -I married at the age of TL. early cure.
Keeper of Record and Office: Wheeler
special trial nottie.or the on or
Bldg, E. Las Vegas. It was a case of "marry in haste and
Seal.
The only Institution in New Mexico whose diploma Is
'
as compounded In the
wintergreen
repent at leisure."
recognized
by the California State Board of Education.
I didn't marry until I 'Chicago laboratories of the D. D. D.
Other
The
Blobbs
When
a
BADDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
fellow Is in love
"It has more university graduates on Its faculty than any similar
was 40-- and
it was a case of "marry company may be had in our store on
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first himself I suppose it's impossible for
25 cent offer- - ThIs one
vln ,New- Egland." Dr. A. E, WINSHIP, Editor Journal of
tnls
speclal
Instjtutlon
haste."-CIn
hileisure
and
at
repent
.and third Wednesday of each month mm to see Himself as others see him.
Boston.
will
bottle
we
Education,
convince
know
it
you
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W. Slobbs Of course.' You know they cago News
Academic course, Elementary Normal course, Full Normal course,
we vouch for it.
.
Thorn-.-A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C
Advanced Normal course, Kindergarten Trlning course,
s
say love is blind.
Ten years of success with this mild,
Music, Art,
Golfer I suppose you get a
The
hill, Secretary. Visiting members
Training, Domestic Science, Stenography and Typewriting.
soothing wash, D. D. D. Prescription,
of practlep lh the winter time?
lot
WILLIAMS'
KIDNEY PILL8.
Railroad fare In. excess of 75 miles paid by the Institution. '
cordially Invited.
The Caddy Naw, we dlnna, If It has convinced us, and we hope you
Our
will
Have
25
graduates secure teacher's certificates without examination.
the
cent
you neglected your kidneys? isna rainin' 'tis snawln', an' if
offer
accept
speclal
isna
REBEKAH LODGE. I. O. O. F.
'
Next
Term Begins .SEPTEMBER 14th.
so
,
that
will
also
be
convinced
you
,uu.
uci.uuo
snawln. ., froezin'. an' if 't
j
meets second and fourth Thursday nvni.r-ii- i ,w
'
For Further Information Address
i run niu wiin
r '
miiii
K. D. Goodall, Center Block Drug
i.
0.
I.
isna rain' or snawin' or freezin' 'tis
evenings of each month at the
and
bladder?
, .'
Store.
kidneys
, Have
yen
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N.
fair
and
it's
sickening.
the, Sawbath,
S.
pains in loins, side, back, groins and
.
.
Sketch.
G.;'Mrs. Delia Peppard, V.'Q.fMrs. bladder? Have
a
you
flabby appearAdelene
"Say," exclaimed the indignant
T. F. Dailey, Secretary;
ance of the face, especially under the
N. M.
l ",
Smith, Secretary. Father So you want to marry my j custmer, "this ; slot machine don't
eyes? Too frequent a desire to pass
1
VL
"
""v
aaugnterr wnat are your expectaBorrowell What time Is It, old
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AlD urine? If so, Williams' Kidney Pills
When two women begin to talk
'
replied the cigar store man "Try a
tions?
cure
will
at
each
you
man? My watch Isn't going.! Hard-upp- e over the back fence his Satanic
fourth Tuesday .evenings
druggist's, price 50c.
nickel."
y
Suitoi- We expect to elope if you
month at O. R..C. hall.
Visiting Williams' M'fg. Co., Props., Cleveland,
And mine's gone. Went ye's- hears a lot about their neighour
consent
refuse
to
marriage.
your
O.
W.
For
:
'v'"
sale by Center Block Drug
brothers are cordially Invited.
terday"':":-bors that he never even suspected.
and we expect forgiveness when we
Money Comes In Bunches
W. Store.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;' p.
to
A.
A.
Chlsholm, of Tread well, N.
get back. r Then we expect you to,
Condon, secretary.'
Known Hotel Keeper Uses and
How to Cure a Cold
f now. His reason is well worth Well
Flattery nearly always hase some make an allowance. Exchange.
Recommends
Chamberlain's Colic,
Be as careful as you can. von win
a
"For
EASTERN STAR, REGULAR
time
I
reading:
suffered
'.:,
long,
,
thing back of it.
'
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
occasionally take cold, and when you
second and fourth
Would you like the floors in mo from indigestion, torpid liver, consti"I
take pleasure in saying that I do, get a medicine of known reitahii.
and
nervousness,
pation,
''
deb
Thursday evenings of each month.
general
asked
the architect.
Honey and Tar clears the saic?",
have kept Chamberlain's Colic, 4jnol- 'All viBltlng brothers and Bisters 'are airFoley's
ility," he writes. "I couldn't sleep, era
The Springfiald man looked
a
passages, stops the Irritation in
and Diarrhoea Remedy in mvf am.
A.
Mrs.
Vnvlted.
Sarah
cure. Such a medicine is Cham- haa no appetite, nor ambition, grew ily medicine
cordially
.
the throat, soothes the Inflamed memchest for about? fifteen quicK
s
uougn Remedy. It has
weaker every day in spite of all med- years, and have always had satisfac- Denain
Chaff In, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida branes, and the most
obstinate cough "Would you like the floors In mo ical treatment.
Then used Electric tory results from its use. 1 have ad gained a world wide reputation bv its
Seelinger, secretary.
remarkable cures of this most comdisappears. Sore and Inflamed lungs saic patterns?"
Bitters. Twelve bottles restored all ministered to a great many
mon aliment and can always be-- deare healed and
and the
"I don't know so much about that," my
health and vigor.
Now men wno were suirenng from traveling
troubles
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. cold is expelled strengthened,
from the system. Reupon. It acts on nature's
he finally .said: "I ain't got any pre- 1 can attend to business every day. for which it is recommended, and pendedrelieves
4, meets every Monday evening at fuse any but the genuine in the yelthe lunga, aids expectora wonderful medicine.'
It's
Infall- - have never failed to relieve them," plan,
low package. O. G. Schaefer and Red judice against Moses as a man, and ble for Bt.omar.h. Hver. Wrtnovn hlnnil
ation, opens the secretions and aids
their hall on Sixth street All
says
jenKinSy-oj.
Ky.
Glasgow.
j.
.
.
.
maybe he knew a lot about the.. law. "and nerves. 50c at all druggists.
This remedy is for sale by all dealers. nature in restoring the system to a
tag brethren cordially invited to atr Cross Drug Co
healthy condition. For sale by all
E.
N.
C.
W.
G.;,
McAllister,
tend.
dealers. '
O.
Williams,
Comstock, V. G.J R.
secretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer;
If a giddy woman could hear what
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
is said about ner behind her back
itjwoiilcf knock some of the giddinessFRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,' NQ.
her.
out.of
every Friday night at
102, meets
their hall in the Schmidt building,
.
, ' Hamlet
of Fountain Square,' et eight
west
had
melancholy,: probably caused by
'
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- an inactive liver. A bad liver makes
N.
one
cross
Jas.
Cook,
and irritable, causes mem-t- al
pres
dlally welcome.
and physical depression and may
tdent Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
result disastrously. Ballard's Herbine
is acknowledged to be the perfect liv-KNIGHTS OF ., COLUMBUS, . COUN-- J
If you're blue and out
CIL NO, 804,,, meets seqond .and
of sorts, get a bottle, today. A posir
C.
R.
O.
hall,
fourth Thursday,
tive cure for bilious headache, constibuilding.. Visiting members
pation, chills and fever and all liver
complaints. Sold by Center block
are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton,
" '
Depot Drug Co.
G. K.; E. P. Mackel', F. S.
"A" girl's ireakness for pretty stock
F. O: E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD
Is apt., to,, abide "with her until
ings
month.1'
at
Tiifisilav evenines each
long after she breaks Into the grandFraternal Brotherhood Halt. Visit.
mother class.
,
ing brothers are cordially invited.
..
C.
'
John Thornhill,
president;!
1
1
Frightful Fate Averted
l'"
Ward, secretary.
i
If
f ;
"I would have been a cripple for
,11,
from a terrible cut on my knee
I life,
RED MEN MEET'IN FRATERNAL
fi,i-f- ;
I'M
'1
writes Frank Disberry, Kelli- cap,"
Brotherhood ha".l every secondhand
her, Minn, "without Bucklen's Arnica'
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth
Salve, which soon cured me." Infall
run. Visiting orotnera always
ible for wounds, cuts and bruises, It
soon cures burns, scalds, old sores.
David
to the wigwam.
oome
'
'
bolls, skin eruptions. World's best for
"HL.
s I
41
. :.
r
' 't
I II
t
i 1 Vi
Flint, sachem: Waite H. Davis,
;
piles. 25c at all druggists.
chief of records and collector ot i
' ?
"
sll
.
t
J
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Viennese Operetta in

Acts

:

-

-.

.-

"

'

r

Prices

and $2.00

New Mexico Normal Umyersity

.

.

,

I

t

E

Dr.

'

GOWEN President;
VJ East Las Vegas,

.

I

ma-Jest-

'

,

n

I

Sra

.

.

Ld"il.n,5PB"

.

old-tim- e
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"MIL.E. MISCHIEF"
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fliJif

'llilli1
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Wit

wampum.
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It's when a man burns the candle
at both ends that he finds the game,
isn't worth the candle.

8. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54I,
I. O. B. B. Meets every first Wednesday of the month In the vestr
room of Temple Montefiore, Doug-

?.

las avenue and Ninth street. Visit
ing brothers are cordially invited.
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi
J. E. Raisin, secretary.
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If Sick Write This Dr.

.......

Medical Treatment

CORINNE AND HER
In the original production of the
Viennese operetta, ''Mil.
Mischief" the Shuberfs will offer
Corinne at the Duncan opera house
on next Tuesday night, October 2Ctn.
In keeping with the occasion,
which marks Corinne's premiere as
an "independent" star, the Shuberts
have surrounded her with a cast of
favorites and a large chorus in addition to the original English pony ballet The original production will Le
seen here.
famous

T.ll'k-I-

v::...

While the score lot, "Mile. Mischief"
is one of its chief attributes the book,
which is by Sydney Rosenfeld,. is its
chief recommendation.
When, the
Shuberts acquired "control of the
opera they commissioned Rosenfeld
to
the book which has been
done with most excellent results.
The plot teils of an artist's model,
Rosette, who undertakes to enlist in
the army and remain in the local barracks for twenty-fou- r
hours without
detection. The part is admirably

Frit

t

eEAUTY-SEXTETT-

E

Her scenes In
played, bj Corinne.
the barracks with the officers es
pecially when she is told ihat she
must take frequent baths in the pres
ence of her superiors, are convulsing.
Naturally she gets everybody into
trouble. She acts as a magnet to attract not only her friends, but her
enemies to the garrison and all of
them, for some cause or other, are
imprisoned while the foxy Rosette escapes.
Great attention has been given to

the staging of the piece, some of the
ei.a Deing particularly
handsome.
The costumes are "said to be marvels
of beauty,. and the members of' the
chorus were selected with thin nr.
ticular end in view.
When a fellow Sees a girl coddlinir
her pet dog he feels that he would
like to have her lead him a dog's life.
Many a white man's burden is made
up of taxes and life insurance.

Everyone sufferlnarf rom such Uric Acid disease M IrMnciv
nuuuiu, uiouucr iruume or
rheumatism should
at once get in correspondence with Dr. Lynottof Chicago,
whose remedies and oricinftl mAthnda
tucsc
diseases every day in the homes vuiiug
of people all
wcr mm country, urn enronlo cases
of too
freOUentdRSlrAftntiHnatjkan1
aYb.w.utw US- auu vuai
pi
tate, torturing backache, wrenching,
grinding
V.
rheUmbtJRm VAnd BimllnB .n,hl uut
k.
UDCU
ui.ui.j
cured by him in quick time. He dm also been
with
children
mifTorf
sucoessul
whn
rnm
erj
Ererywhero are people who
gladly say he oured them In their own home.
Manr eat their curAfnrnnfhimr
n ......
... Hi.MnniDwwiui
generously sends free treatment to all who
ouuiiij ocdu aim your name ana address,
lust where your
5 ,.eMeJ,le,,"'lofn
i
muay your case and
.miura
Treatment and a letter of
nu irw ana prepata. tie also
srails a large illustrated
medical book free.
Write him today and be cured. Uim Ail rimes
OIL T. FRANK
tl
Hif., Ckktgi,

"
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Wanted
girl,
perienced in cooking and housework.
Apply between ten and twelve mornings. 1051 7th street.

,

Get the best at Nolette's
-

!

v

The I.as Vegas

Sealshipt oysters.
Mercantile Co.

Use Ovir

n
mcle
4

50 Styles of Heaters to Select
From.

Hour

Managers of

4he

S3:

,

83

:

1

83'

Jake Graaf,
PHONE MAIN 107

SIXTH STREET

Real

r

Gaylor-Kiefe-

ty company and the

-

W. B,. Martin, jr.,

Land company reached the city in
special cars on No. 1 this afternoon
s
land and
with, thirty-si- x
in charge.

II. O. BROWN TRADING CO.,
DEALERS IN

,

home-seeker-

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

"Go awayman
yovi done lost
your taste if you

aint had some

best Beef,
Pork and
Mutton
in the
City go to

'

of dott

v

SVEET

f

CIDER"

that they sell

at

not only for the present, but
the
alsofor
years to come.
jThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
flThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its orJIs important,

ganization.

Boucher's

.,

CRYSTAL THEATER

.,

,

MOTION PICTURES

Eggs

....

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

Film Service Unsurpassed
Every evening commencing 7:30.
Matinees every day, 2:30 except
Monday and Tuesday.
Admission 10 cents, Children 6 cents.

are going to be

The First National Bank

scarce and high
this winter.

OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.'

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

Washing

HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Asa't Cashier
.

MONEY SAVED

by owning your
own flock of

Free from Slate or Slack
Foot Main 8t

n

For Making Your
VJq flniro-- lemon and
Now Currants, Raisins,
'

609

Ironing

See them in our
window.

,

E. Las

Douglas Ave.

.

Grocer,

The best draft beer in the city. At
The Lobby, of course.

Bart Schaffner

-

M.
I

he

STEM! UUXOHY

draught beer on tap only

at Opera bar.

Quality

is

be had ONLY by

VEGAS

erred'

is-- .'

' r,

15
LAS

Straight Guggenheim rye
over the bar at the Antlers.

Clothes of

patronizing

STEIIS

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon-a-t
the Opera bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.

Pabst's

Vegas, N. M.

Prompt Service

Can

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, ot course.

'

MM

of Goods

,

that will lay.

I. H.

Real Estate Co.

Careful Handling.

white leghorns

phone Main 21

Best

vFull blooded,

D. W. CONDON

unfurnished.

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,

Chickens

Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
pert6n Just what yon want for cooking,

On Domestic Coal.

For Sale
Some very desirable City prop
erty improved and unimproved.
Houses for rent furnished and

Sanitary

Protect yourself

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.

1

&

Marx

GREENBEKGEK,
Sole Agent

Latest designs and all new patterns, just what you should have
for Fall and Winter 1909 and

Hit:?

1910.

v

A

s

Ghrysourithemim

If your wardrobe is mcomplete-oanything: in the way of Cloth-inflats, Shoes or Furnishingr
f

,

g,

TIME

Good Cooking Apples

I

j
Fancy Pillow Tops
Table
Centers
Fancy
Pillow Ruffling and Cords
83'
See our new line of Bath Robes for Ladies

For the

131.

Orange Peel

Dresser Scarfs 83.

i

FINEMEATS

OF A GOOD BANK

7

T.

IS: li

'

YOUR SELECTION

Cashier.

T.

...

Get Our Prices before buying.
Phone Main 85
FREE WIRING. We will wire 25 The suit for divorce, Instituted by
Bridge Street.
Residences free. Full particulars at Mrs. Bessie Benn, of French station,
office. Las Vegas Light & Power Co. against her husband, William Benn,
at present a resident of Colorado,
WANTED Responsible young man has been referred to A. S. Bushke-vitz- ,
as a referee to take tsetimony.
would like work at anything. Address "B" care of Optic.
Beginning October 6th I will teach
ladles to do their own dressmaking
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER.
H. C. Kelley Co.'s , office, ; Pioneer and tailoring, as taught by the Keist-er'- s
Ladies' Tailoring College of St
Building. E. D. Burks.
Louis. For particulars call at 925
Mrs.
Mary A, Fee, the aged Columbia avenue. Mrs. H. M. Glass.
mother of Mrs. Harry Martin, died at
On Thursday evening, October 21st,
the home of the latter on Main avenue this afternoon at 2 o'clock. Funer the ladies of the M. E. church will
al arrangements
have not yet been tender a reception to Rev. E. C. An
derson and family in the church par
the
completed by
family. ,
lors. Strangers and friends of the
Twenty-fiv- e
APPLE
per cent discount on church as well as all its members are,
everything in stock, Thursday, Friday most' cordially invited to be present
and Saturday. B09 Sixth street. Mrs. to meet the new pastor and his wife.
Forbes.
El Porvenir opened for winter un
FREE WIRING. We will wire 25 der new management. Everything
Residences free. Full particulars at up to date now. Special dinners every
office. Las Vegas Light & Power Co, Sunday. Stage leaves Romero Mer
cantile Co.'s Tuesday, Thursday and
v
Services will be held at Temple Saturday mornings at 8 o'clock. Re- Orders by Telephone Promptly and
Carefully Filled.
and turning same days, leaves El Porve
Montefiore, Douglas avenue
.
Ninth street, on Friday night at 8 o'- nir at 2 p.
A Trial is to Buy Here Always.
clock, to which all are cordially in- "THE COFFEE MAN"
P. S. Jonathan, Belflour

Las Vegas Roller Mills

E. D. RAYNOLDS,

from

The Rebekah club will meet with
Mrs. Charles O'Malley Friday after
noon at 2:30. Rebekahs and members
of the club only will be in attendance.

Also HeLdquatrters for
All Kinds of FEED

Phone

a:

Wanted You to get an art picture vited. Sabbath school meets in the
free. Come and see them, at Las
temple, every Saturday morning at 10
Vegas Undertaking company's.
,.
,
clock, sharp
Order your cream
Turner.

,.,.:.!

AND A FULL LINE OF

Si

barber
of fresh

.!

Doylies

.

S3

'

Just received a shipment

'H

i

:'

38

FREE WIRING. We will wire .25
Residences free. Full particulars at
office. Las Vegas Light & Power Co,

shop.

-

1

Heating Stoves and Ranges are onr
specialty. We buy in carload lots
from only well known Foundries.
EVEBY STOVE GUARANTEED.
Regular meeting of the Fraternal
Brotherhood Friday night. All mem A 5 minute walk may save you $5X0
bers are requested to be present
Wra. llfeld,
Ludwig
'
Dancing and refreshments after lodge.
Bridge Street.'

p

.... ,.

j

Handkercheifs
Corset Covers
Fancy Towels
.
Table' Centers
.

5

Jones was hostess at
a birthday party at the residence of
Mrs. John Sherbin last evening.

Including Jonathans, Maiden, Plush, Pewaukie,
Huntsman, Geneton and other fancy and standard
V '

AO

Miss Wanda

;.

kinds.'- -

as

ex-

English-speakin-

3 Pounds for 26c
4 Pounds for 25c ,, ,
256.' u
... 5 Pounds for
;
6 Pounds for 25c
8 Pounds for 25c
10 Pounds for 25c
12 Pounds for 25c
15 Pounds for 25o

.
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"local'-- News'
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Stamped Linens

X
J",

LINE OF

A NEW
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-- J

i;

21, 1909

OCTOBER

WEATHER REPORT
October 20f 1909.
Temperature rMaximura 76; minimum 35; range, 41.
Humidity 6 a. m., 60; 12 m., 35;
6 p. m.', 42; mean 42.
Forecast1 Fair tonight! ana Friday.

At S6e Store

-

THURSDAY,

8 lbs for 2So

Big Ones. Yellow and White

S2.00 Per Dozen

'

i

!

Goods, you are cordially invitedi
to inspect our stock.

Smaller Ones in Sprays. $1.50 Per Dozen Sprays

Greenhouses
Las
:egas
PERRY ONION, Prop. Phone Main 276
:
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Crcocro, Cutohsra ttndVsksrm

Oustcn.-CiolMnCepyiltM 190?
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